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ABSTRACT
A ccurate m easurem ent o f the volumetric airflow rates in a duct is critical to room
com fort and energy saving in HVAC industry. Presently, the Equal A rea and the LogT chebycheff m ethods are extensively used in practice. Both methods deduce the flow rate
based on averaging discrete point velocities along the cross section while their difference
is associated w ith the rules in specifying the m easurem ent locations.
This study aim s at evaluating the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff m ethods
in deducing airflow rate in a 0.46 m square duct up to 40 A? long, over a range o f
Reynolds num ber from 10,000 to 500,000. The num erical investigation evaluated the two
methods for ideal flow conditions in the absence o f practical im perfections. The airflow
was sim ulated in a three-dim ensional space using the com m ercial CFD code FLUENT
with the RN G k-e turbulence model. Based on the sim ulated flow field, the volum etric
flow rates were calculated according to the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff methods.
It was observed that the Equal Area m ethod overestim ated the flow rate by 3.5 ~ 4.7%
while the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod’s values fell w ithin -0 .4 ~ 0.8% o f the actual flow
rates.
In addition to the num erical analysis, experim ents were carried out in a blowerduct assembly w here the physical non-idealities and m easurem ent uncertainties were
present. A hot-w ire anem om etry facility was used to m easure point velocities and a
Venturi meter was em ployed to acquire the reference flow rate. The Equal A rea m ethod
overestimated the flow rate by 3 ~ 4.6% w hereas the L og-Tchebycheff m ethod
underestimated the flow rate by 0.6 ~ 2.3%. The experim ental results confirm the finding
from the sim ulation that the L og-Tchebycheff m ethod achieves a better accuracy in
estimating the airflow rate.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

A fundam ental objective o f a heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)
system is to m aintain desirable environm ental conditions w ithin a space. One o f the
prom inent requirem ents in achieving this goal is to provide adequate conditioned airflow
by an air distribution system. The system is designed in a w ay that the right quantity o f
cycling airflow is distributed to each separate room in a building via ducts to m aintain the
room air quality. However, due to the com plexity o f a H V A C system, the actual
operation often departs from the design conditions. In practice, after a HVAC system is
installed in a building, it has to be properly com m issioned, i.e., tested and balanced,
before it is handed over to the building owner. The test and air balance (TAB) process
involves m easuring airflow rate w ithin the distribution system, i.e., sub-mains, branches
and term inals, and then adjusting the term inal equipm ent (e.g., dam per position, fan
speed) to achieve the design values. Similarly, during the operation o f the building, test
and air balance for the HVAC system have to be repeated periodically to ensure the
continual operation at the design condition.
The objective o f air balance is to check if the airflow rate is w ithin the designed
range and to ensure that the supply and discharge air for each conditioned room are equal.
Otherwise, the pressure balance betw een the conditioned space and the outside
environment cannot be achieved and there w ould be additional energy loss due to
infiltration or exfiltration.

1
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The testing and air balancing need to be perform ed at each duct branch. It is not
econom ical to m ount an in-line flow meter, such as an orifice, nozzle or Venturi meter, at
each branch, to m easure the corresponding volum etric flow rate. M oreover, the air
velocity is seldom uniform across any section within a duct. In general, air tends to move
slower tow ard the edges or corners and faster in the center for a rectangular duct. It is not
accurate to assum e the central point velocity to be equal to the m ean velocity o f the
whole cross section for an air-handling duct w ith a relatively big size. This restricts the
use o f the single point m easurem ent m ethod in w hich the velocity o f a specific point is
m easured and then m ultiplied by the cross-sectional area to acquire the volum etric flow
rate.
The m ulti-point velocity traverse m ethod is thus w idely accepted in HVAC
industries. In this m ethod, the volum e flow rate, Q, is the product o f the m ean velocity
and the area o f a specific cross section. The area is relatively easy to m easure whereas the
mean velocity is acquired by averaging several m easurem ents along the cross section in
which different rules are developed to specify the total num ber o f m easurem ent points
and the m easurem ent location for each point.
Due to the non-uniform velocity profiles, the points at w hich velocities are
measured in order to determ ine the mean velocity m ust be carefully selected. There are a
few techniques developed to determ ine these points. Presently the two m ost widely used
methods, are the Equal A rea and Log-Tchebycheff methods.
The Equal A rea and L og-Tchebycheff m ethods are sim ilar in dividing the flow
cross section into several small equal-area elements. The point velocity is m easured at a

2
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specific point o f each element. These m easured velocities are simply averaged and
m ultiplied by the total area to obtain the flow rate.
The Equal A rea m ethod defines the center o f each elem ent as the measurement
location (W internitz and Fischl, 1957; Ower and Pankhurst, 1977). O n the other hand, the
Log-Tchebycheff m ethod defines m easurem ent locations w ith the consideration o f the
shape o f velocity profile. For fully developed turbulent flow in a duct, the velocity profile
is nearly flat in the central region whereas it sharply drops at the near-wall region
(M unson et al., 2002). In view o f this, the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod determines the
m easurem ent point for each elem ent in a w ay that the velocity at that point represents the
mean velocity o f that elem ent (ISO 3966 (E), 1977).
The Log-T chebycheff m ethod is expected to acquire better perform ance since the
traverse points are determ ined from the velocity profile w hereas the Equal Area m ethod
only considers the spatial average. However, the flow in practical situations normally
departs from the ideal flow profile which is assum ed in the Log-Tchebycheff method.
According to Saxon (2001), it is entirely possible that both the Equal Area and LogTchebycheff m ethods acquire “w rong” results. W hether the L og-Tchebycheff m ethod is
more accurate than the Equal A rea m ethod rem ains a m atter o f debate. Therefore the
effectiveness o f both m ethods in estimating volum etric flow rate through a square duct is
the principal focus o f this study.

1.1 Motivation
The need to m easure volum etric flow rates in ducts is com m on in HVAC
industries. The m ulti-point velocity traverse m ethods are considered to be the best w ay to
estimate the volum etric flow rate in a duct. A m ong them , the Equal A rea and Log-

3
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T chebycheff m ethods are the two main methods currently employed. However there is an
ongoing debate over w hich o f these two methods is superior. Solving this question is
essential to dim inish the potential disagreem ent w ith respect to the volumetric flow
measurement.
R esolving this debate is also beneficial to other industries. For instance, due to the
environm ental concern, the SO 2 emissions from nearly all fossil fuel-fired generating
units have to be effectively monitored. H owever, N orfleet (1998) found that using the
Equal A rea m ethod resulted in an overestim ation o f flow rate from 1.7% to 3.0% which
could increase the cost for em ission treatm ent for the pow er plants. The economic impact
would be in excess o f $ 250,000,000 for the utility industry in the next decade alone.

1.2

Objective
Since the rectangular duct is a com m on shape applied in HVAC industries, the

main objective o f this study is to investigate the accuracies o f the Equal A rea and the
Log-Tchebycheff m ethods for volum etric flow rate m easurem ent through a 0.46 m square
duct. The considered param eters include the Reynolds num ber, w hich is based on the
bulk flow velocity, and the dow nstream location, w here the flow displays different
velocity profiles. The investigation was carried out at the follow ing conditions,
o

N um erical simulations: Re o f 10,000 ~ 500,000 and the maxim um
dow nstream location o f 40 Dh.

o

Experim ental investigations: Re o f 90,000 ~ 140,000 and the m axim um
dow nstream location o f 10 Dh.

4
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND THE
SCOPE OF THE CURRENT STUDY

The velocity traverse methods are extensively utilised for measuring volumetric
flow rates in air distribution ducts and other engineering applications. The techniques
have been the subject o f research for many years. Presently, the debate among HVAC
field focuses on tw o com m only used methods: the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff
methods.
To estim ate the volum etric flow rate via the velocity traverse method, one has to
obtain the velocity distribution in the ducts. The flow patterns in rectangular ducts have
been extensively investigated during past decades. Several num erical investigations are
done in this area by G essner and Em ery (1981), D em uren and Rodi (1984), Speziale
(1987), N aim i and G essner (1994), etc. These studies em ployed different turbulence
sim ulation m odels, including the k-e model, to predict the flow in a rectangular duct. In
some other studies (K im and Patel, 1993; Rokni et al., 1998), hot-w ire anem ometers or
Laser-Doppler anem om eters (LDA) were used to m easure the flow profiles.
This chapter focuses on the review o f previous studies dealing with the estimation
o f volum etric flow rate in a duct. First, a variety o f velocity traverse m ethods developed
during past decades are introduced. Second, the previous w orks in com paring the Equal
Area and the Log-Tchebycheff m ethods are presented.

5
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2.1 Point Velocity Measurement Location Determination Methods
D ue to the non-uniform velocity profile in a duct, care has to be taken to
determ ine the m easurem ent locations to deduce the volum etric flow rate. There are
several techniques developed to specify the m easurem ent points. In the literature, various
m ethods used by different authors include:
o

the Equal A rea method;

o

the British Standards Institution (BSI) method;

o

the Log-Linear method;

o

the M ethod o f Cubics;

o

the Log-Tchebycheff method.

The details o f each m ethod are described below.

In the Equal A rea method, the cross-sectional area o f a rectangular duct is
partitioned into a num ber o f rectangular elem ents, each having an equal cross-sectional
area. The point velocity is m easured at the center o f each elem ent, and then the velocities
are sim ply averaged and m ultiplied by the total cross-sectional area to obtain the flow
rate (O wer and Pankurst, 1977). Com pared to the single point m easurem ent, it considers
the non-uniform ity o f the actual velocity profile by m ulti-point averaging. This m ethod is
still the m ost com m on m ethod in HVAC industries due to its fair accuracy and extrem e
simplicity.
However, the Equal A rea m ethod does not consider the velocity fall-off near the
wall. Since the velocity drops abruptly to zero on the surface o f the wall, there is a m uch
higher velocity gradient in the near-w all region than in the central region o f the duct. For
the elemental subsections next to the wall, the velocities o f the centers o f partitioned
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subsections are higher than the actual mean velocities o f these subsections. This method
thus results in an overestim ation o f the total flow rate. The British Standards Institution
(BSI 1042, 1943; cited by Ower and Pankhurst, 1977) em ployed a method that made a
m odification for the divisions next to duct walls. It recom m ended that in each o f such
divisions, readings should be taken at one-sixth and five-sixths o f the w idth or height o f
the division from the duct wall, in addition to the reading at the center o f the division.
Thus five readings will be taken in each com er division, and three in each o f other wall
divisions. It is obvious that this m odification increases the num ber o f m easurem ent points
and com plicates the procedure.
A nother arithm etic m ethod was developed w hich was called the Log-linear
method. This m ethod was originally proposed by W internitz and Fischl (1957) for
circular ducts and it was later extended to rectangular ducts. This m ethod assumes the
velocity along the side o f a rectangular duct to be logarithm ic w ith respect to the distance
from the wall. A variety o f m easurem ent points, com bined w ith a w eighting factor for
each point, are used to estim ate the average velocity o f the cross section (ISO 3966 (E),
1977). This m ethod considers the characteristics o f velocity profile but is more
com plicated than the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod, as introduced later.
The M ethod o f Cubics, w hich is a num erical integration method, appeared to be
an alternative m ethod w ith sufficient accuracy (K inghorn et al., 1973; ISO, 1977). This
m ethod does not specify the m easurem ent locations. Instead, it specifies that the velocity
distribution betw een any two successive m easurem ent points is a cubic polynom ial
function o f the dim ensionless location along the duct side. A m athem atical integration is
taken along a curve fitted velocity profile to calculate the flow rate. The m ain advantage
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o f this technique lies in the fact that it does not specify the location for each measurement
point. H ow ever, it involves quite a large com putational effort. It is rarely used today due
to its com plexity.
Tchebycheff, a Russian mathematician, developed and published the LogT chebycheff m ethod in the ISO Standard 3966 (E) (1977). This m ethod uses a similar
technique to the Equal A rea method, except that instead o f the point velocity measured at
the center o f each subsection, it is taken at a point corresponding to the m ean velocity o f
that subsection. To locate such a specific point for each subsection, the velocity
distribution, as a function o f the distance from the wall, w as assum ed to be logarithmic in
the outerm ost subsections and polynom ial in the other subsections (ISO 3966 (E), 1977).
In this way, the m ean o f the traverse point velocities corresponds to the overall mean
velocity o f the cross section. It attem pts to capture the sharp velocity gradients in the
near-wall region by positioning the m easurem ent point in each outm ost subsection closer
to the duct wall than the center o f that subsection. The traverse point locations for this
m ethod are defined in various standards (ISO 3966 (E), 1977; ASH RA E 111, 1988;
AABC, 2002; etc.).
Presently, the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff m ethods are two main
m ethods in estim ating the volum etric flow rate in rectangular ducts. As a conventional
m ethod, the Equal A rea m ethod is still the principal m ethod due to its simpleness and
reasonable accuracy. O n the other hand, the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod has draw n
attention due to its potential to achieve higher accuracy than the Equal Area m ethod
(ASHRAE 111, 1988).

8
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The A ABC (Associated Air Balance Council), an association o f independent test
and air balance (TAB) agencies with the publications o f national standards on TAB
procedures, recom m ends the use o f the Equal Area method. However, it also includes the
L og-Tchebycheff m ethod as an alternative method. M oreover, organizations such as
A m erican Society for Testing and M aterials (ASTM D3464, 1996), A m erican Society o f
M echanical Engineers (ASM E,

1971), support the Equal A rea m ethod without

m entioning the Log-Tchebycheff method.
A SH R A E (Am erican Society o f Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning
Engineers), a w orldw ide dom inant organization in leading the HVAC industry and
making technical and practice standards, prefers the Log-Tchebycheff method. In
A SH RA E standard 111 (1988), it recom m ends the L og-Tchebycheff m ethod for ducts
over the size o f 0.46 m (18 inch). It has no preference betw een the two m ethods for ducts
under this size, presum ably due to the fact that the difference o f the m easurem ent
locations betw een these tw o methods is o f the order o f m easurem ent uncertainty.
The International O rganizations for Standardization (ISO 3966 (E), 1977) lists the
options o f the Equal A rea method, the Log-Linear method, the integration m ethod (i.e.
the M ethod o f Cubics), and the L og-Tchebycheff method. It does not m ention which
m ethod is superior. The Sheet M etal and A ir Conditioning C ontractor’s N ational
Association (SM ACNA, 1983), supports both the Equal A rea and the L og-Tchebycheff
m ethods w ithout any preference.

2.2 The Equal Area versus the Log-Tchebycheff Methods
The L og-Tchebycheff m ethod is expected to give better perform ance than the
Equal A rea method. H owever, the assum ed velocity profile in the L og-Tchebycheff
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m ethod only m atches the fully developed flow conditions at high Reynolds numbers. In
practice, due to the lim itation o f the straight duct length and unavoidable disturbance,
traverse m easurem ents are norm ally not carried out with the fully developed flow. Thus,
debates have arisen as to whether the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod really results in higher
accuracy than the com m only used Equal Area m ethod in estim ating the flow rate in
practical applications.
M acferran, a mechanical engineer, described his preference on the LogT chebycheff m ethod in two publications (M acferran, 1999(a); M acferran, 1999(b)).
Based on tests on a 1.22 m X 0.30 m rectangular duct on three separate days, he drew a
conclusion that the flow rate m easured by the L og-Tchebycheff m ethod was “correct”
while the Equal A rea m ethod was “w rong” . His investigation, how ever, was rather
superficial and inaccurate and generated considerable criticism.
In response to M acferran’s concluding statem ent (M acferran, 1999(a)), Saxon
(2001), a m em ber from A ir M ovem ent & Control A ssociation (AM CA), stated that there
is no preference o f one m ethod over another in AM CA. Saxon also m entioned since the
actual velocity profile always departs from an ideal “D ” shape, i.e. fully developed flow
profile, the accuracy o f the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod w ould dim inish. He pointed out that
since there is no reference flow rate sensed by a proven technique in M acferran’s
experiment, both m ethods w ould probably be “w rong” under field conditions.
Baum gartner (2001) addressed some incorrectness concerning M acferran’s
experimental procedure and data presentation. He analytically detected flow rates based
on a normally used pow er law velocity profile. The calculation show ed that the flow rates
deduced from the Equal A rea and the Log-T chebycheff m ethods have a difference less
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than 3%, w hich is industrially acceptable. He then concluded that it is not necessary to
replace the Equal A rea m ethod w ith the Log-Tchebycheff method.
A lthough failing to justify his statement, M acferran proposed an interesting topic
in the HVAC com m unity and has probably prom oted the application o f the LogTchebycheff method. A ttem pting to evaluate these two m ethods, K laassen and House
(2001) carried out experim ents on a 0.7 m x 0.5 m duct section, w hich w as part o f an
existing HVAC system. They tested three m easurem ent planes located at 1.2 Dh, 2.4 Dh
downstream o f a fan outlet and 1.2 Dh dow nstream o f a 90° elbow, w here D/, is the
hydraulic diam eter o f the duct. A turning vane w as installed in the elbow to condition the
flow. The reference flow rates were acquired from a high-resolution equal-spaced
traverse m easurem ent. The experim ent was perform ed at velocities o f 5.08, 7.62, 10.16
and 12.7 m/s. To o n e’s surprise, the results did not show clear difference o f the flow rates
deduced from the Equal A rea and the L og-Tchebycheff m ethods. The reason was
probably due to the fact that the three m easurem ent planes w ere too close to upstream
disturbances (a fan and an elbow), that is, their m axim um distance o f 2.4 Dh was
significantly less than the norm ally required 7.5 Dh (A SH RA E 111, 1988). Since the
measurem ent planes w ere so close to the upstream obstruction, the rounded shape o f the
velocity distribution did not form, as assum ed in the Log-T chebycheff method. Thus the
gap between two traversing m ethods was insignificant due to the un-recovered velocity
profile after obstructions.
In the sam e year, R ichardson (2001) conducted an experim ental investigation
concerning this issue and published his data. In the experim ent, the tested duct sizes were
1.22 m x 0.31 m and 0.61 m x 0.61 m respectively. A nozzle w as used to sense the
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reference flow rate. It showed that the flow rate acquired from the Equal Area method
had a m axim um overestim ation o f 4.6% from the reference flow rate, whereas the LogTchebycheff m ethod had a m axim um variance o f 2.2%. The differences between the two
methods were not m ore than 2.5%. Compared to K laassen and House (2001), the
m easurem ent planes w ere a little further from the inlet disturbance (3.75 and 3 Dh for two
different ducts respectively). However, they were still too close to the disturbance
according to A SH RA E 111 (1988) or other standards.

2.3 Scope of the current study
The question about w hether the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod can offer a better
accuracy in estim ating the airflow rate in a duct has generated considerable debate. It is
thus necessary to resolve this question in order to accurately estim ate the volum etric flow
rate. The previous investigations (M acferran 1999(a); K laassen and House, 2001;
Richardson, 2001), as m entioned above, are incomplete.
In the present study, the perform ance o f the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff
methods was evaluated based on the airflow in a square duct. The size o f the square duct
was selected to be 0.46 m (18 inch) since it is frequently encountered in practice.
A num erical study was carried out with the use o f com m ercial Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) softw are FLUENT. It aim ed at evaluating the accuracies o f the
Equal Area and the L og-Tchebycheff m ethods theoretically w here ideal flow conditions
w ithout real-life im perfection were assumed. The sim ulated duct length was 40 tim es the
hydraulic diameter, Dh, w here the flow was nearly fully developed. The investigated bulk
velocity, Ub, was in the range o f 0 . 3 - 1 5 m/s, w hich covers alm ost the whole range o f
practical applications (M cQ uiston and Parber, 1994). The corresponding Reynolds
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numbers, based on Ub and Dh, were found in the range o f 10,000 ~ 500,000. Following
the sim ulated flow profiles, the Equal Area and the Log-Tchebycheff methods were used
to deduce the volum etric flow rate at different Re and streamwise locations.
O n the second part o f this research work, the experim ental study was carried out
to verify the num erical results and, at the same time, to evaluate the performance o f both
methods under practical situations. In the experimental investigation, a blower-duct
assembly w as constructed to generate the desired airflow. A V enturi flow meter was
em ployed to sense the reference flow rate and a hot-wire anem om etry system was used to
measure the velocity profile. The Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff methods were
evaluated at different Re and dow nstream locations. The investigated velocities were in
the range from 3 m /s to 5 m/s, w hich are in the lower range o f H VA C applications. The
corresponding range o f Reynolds numbers was from 90,000 to

140,000. Three

streamwise locations from the inlet o f the square duct, 3.4 Dh, 6.5 Dh, and 9.6 Dh, were
also exam ined in this study.
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CHAPTER 3 SIMULATION OF SQUARE DUCT FLOW

In this chapter the CFD m ethod was used to predict the distribution o f airflow in a
square duct, based on which, the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff methods were
employed to estim ate the volum etric airflow rate. The finite volum e technique is
extensively used in Com putational Fluid Dynamics. This m ethod first divides the
calculation dom ain into discrete control volum es, each containing a grid point, and then
differential equations are integrated across each control volum e to construct algebraic
equations for the discrete dependent variables, such as velocities and pressure. The
variables betw een tw o neighboring grids are interpolated based on a piecew ise profile,
which depends on the specific scheme used. In this study, the second order scheme,
which includes the second order term o f a Taylor series expansion o f partial differential
equations (PDE), w as em ployed to construct algebraic equations. This study assumes the
following characteristics for the airflow in a square duct,

o

the flow is in turbulence region;

o

the flow is steady;

o

the airflow is incompressible, since, M < 0.3 (M unson et al., 2002);

o

it is isotherm al flow where both the air and the duct w alls are kept at 20°C.

W ith the above assum ptions, the governing equations are described below.
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3.1 Governing Equations
The governing equations for the dependent variables, such as velocity and
pressure, are derived from the conservation laws o f mass and mom entum s. Thus, the
mass conservation equation, known as the continuity equation; and the momentum
balance equations, know n as the Navier-Stokes equations, are used upon each control
volume in the form o f PDEs. In a three-dim ensional dom ain, the continuity and
m om entum equations can be described in a tensor notation as below.
Continuity:
d(Uj)

Sxj

=0

,

(3-1)

Momentum:
~ dU t
dp
d 2 Ui
p U j — - = — — + ju
— ,

dxj

where U j is the velocity com ponent

dxj

at

dxjdxj

(3-2)

each direction o f the 3-D domain, U t is the

velocity com ponent at a specific direction o f the 3-D dom ain, p is the pressure, p is the
density, p is the dynam ic viscosity.

The left-hand side o f the m om entum equation is convection or inertia term. On
the right-hand side, the first term is pressure-stress term and the second term is viscous
diffusion term. Since there are no fluctuation term s in velocities and pressure for laminar
flow, the ensemble average o f above equations for lam inar flow has the same form ula as
their instantaneous equations. Thus the lam inar flow has only four m ean flow variables,
U, V, W and p , w hich can be solved by four equations in a three dim ensional space, i.e.
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one continuity equation and three momentum equations in the X

Y, Z directions

respectively.
H ow ever, since turbulent flow is characterized by random fluctuation o f the
velocities and pressure at each point o f the flow field, the Reynolds decomposition
m ethod (Reynolds, 1900) was introduced based on which the instantaneous flow
characteristic scales, U , V ,W ,p , are decomposed into the mean flow scales, U, V, W, p
and fluctuating flow scales, u, v, w, p ' . Their tensor notations are described below,
(3-3)

U j ~ U j + uj ’

(3-4)

p = p + p'
Substituting these into Equations (3-1) and (3-2) and taking ensem ble average give,
dU,-

(3-5)

* T
dUj_
pu,
J dxJ

0'

dp

d

dx t

dxj

- f - +

(ju

d l/j

------

dxj

1 J

- - p U :U j)

(3-6)

.

The following equations can be attained in steady 3-D turbulent problem ,
Continuity equation:
dU
dx

■+

dV
dy

dW
=
dz

(3-7)

0

X-direction m om entum equation:

-

T, dU
irdU „,dU 1
dp d (
U + V— + W
= — ^- + — u
dx
dy
dz J
dx dx\

dU
pu
dx

~ ) d r dU
i
+—
J dy
&

puv

df

+A

dU

^ ~

—

PUW

(3-8)

7-direction m om entum equation:
f ur,dV
— +rX
v—V + w —
dx

dy

dz

dp d f dV
1
p
dy & ( dx

dV
-7
—) d
puv + — M—— 1ov
J dy

dfdV

—

Z-direction m om entum equation:
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(3-9)

/ dW
P U
V

T d W I l rd W
+ V
+ W
dx
dy
dz

dp
—
,

d (

d
+

dz

—

—

dx

dW

(3-10)

----

C om pared to the tensor notation form o f Equation (3-2), there are additional terms
on the right-hand side o f the mom entum equations, in the tensor notation form, - pu^ j .
They are called Reynolds stress term s which represent the m ean transport o f fluctuating
m om entum by the turbulent velocity fluctuations. It exchanges m om entum between the
turbulent and the m ean flow.
Turbulent flow introduces six additional term s o f R eynolds stresses, they are
u2 ,v 2 ,w

2

and

u v , u w , v w . The

introduction o f the

Reynolds

stresses

after

decom position o f the turbulent fluctuating variables brings the closure problem , one has
to find additional relationship between the m ean flow variables and the turbulent
com ponents. There is a wide range o f methods used to do this, varying from the m ost
simple zero-equation m odels to the m uch m ore com plex seven-equation Reynolds-stress
model.

3.2 Turbulence model
In sim ulating the turbulent airflow in a square duct, there are several options o f
turbulence model. A ccording to N aim i and G essner (1994), the seven-equation Reynolds
stress model (RSM ) results in a high accuracy o f results. This model includes six
differential transport equations to calculate each Reynolds stress term , - p u - u j, and an
additional

scale-determ ining

equation.

Thus,

the

R eynolds-averaged

m om entum

equations (Equations (3-7) to (3-10)) can be solved. H ow ever, the com putational cost o f
this model is expensive since this m odel introduces seven additional equations.
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On the other hand, the two-equation k-e model significantly reduces the
com putational cost, yet retaining a good overall perform ance. In this model the Reynolds
stress term s are solved by the Boussinesq assumptions (Launder and Spalding, 1974).
Two separate transport equations, one for the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and one for the
dissipation rate (s) o f k, allows the turbulent velocity and length scale to be determined.
This m odel was first proposed by Launder and Spalding (1972), presently named as the
Standard k-e model.
The standard k-e model achieves notable successes in calculating a variety o f
confined flow w here the Reynolds shear stresses are m ost im portant (W ilcox, 1994;
D am odaran et al., 1995). However, several authors, including Speziale (1987), Gessner
and Em ery (1981), Rokni et al. (1998), m entioned that the standard k-e model is not
accurate in sim ulating rectangular duct flow due to the anisotropy o f the Reynolds norm al
stress, w hich does not satisfy the requirem ents o f the Boussinesq assumptions. In 1986, a
new m odification o f the standard k-e model, using a rigorous statistical technique called
“renorm alization group” (RNG) method, was developed by Y akhot and Orszag (1986). It
is proved to be m ore accurate than the standard k-e model for a w ide variety o f flows and
is included in several com m ercial CFD packages, including FLU EN T (V ersion 6.2, 2003).
One feature o f the R N G k-e model is that it significantly im proves the accuracy for flow
with anisotropic stresses. This model was used to sim ulate the rectangular duct flow by
Barton et al. (1991, cited by N aim i and Gessner, 1994).
In the current study, both the Standard k-e and R N G k-e m odels were used in the
trial simulation phase. It was found that the RN G k-e m odel has better agreem ent w ith
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available experim ental data. The RNG k-e model was thus used for all cases o f the
current sim ulation. The details o f this model are given in A ppendix A.

3.3 Computational domain and boundary conditions
A three-dim ensional (3-D) num erical sim ulation was perform ed for airflow
through a 0.46 m (H) square duct at standard tem perature (20°C or 293K) and pressure
(101,325 Pa) using the com mercial CFD code FLU EN T (V ersion 6.2, 2003). Due to the
sym m etry characteristics, the sim ulation was perform ed over a quadrant o f the duct cross
section; as portrayed in Figure 3.1. A ccording to D em um and Rodi (1984), no definite
conclusion can be drawn as to w hether the square duct flow w ith the Reynolds num ber o f
250,000 is fully developed at 84 Dh dow nstream o f a uniform inlet. However, the center
line velocity w ill reach its peak value around 40 Dh and then slowly drop by less than 5%
by 84 Dh. Due to the lim itation o f com putational cost, a length o f 40 Dh was used in the
current simulation.
In this study, the sim ulated range o f Reynolds num bers, is from 10,000 to 500,000,
Re = pUl P h
A

s

(3-11)

where p is the density and p is the dynam ic viscosity o f air.
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L=40 H

H=0.46 m

Figure 3.1 Schem atic diagram o f flow geom etry (the upper right quadrant was taken
as the calculation domain).

Inlet
Ub

Wall, U = V = W = 0

O utlet
Flow D irection

x =L
p =

1

dU
n
Central plane, ------ —0 , V = 0
dy

Figure 3.2 The top view (X -Y plane) o f the com putational dom ain and boundary
conditions.
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atm

Figure 3.2 portrays the top view o f the com putational dom ain and boundary
conditions (X -Y plane). The right view (X-Z plane) has a sim ilar form with the 7-axis
changed to Z-axis. The boundary conditions in the com putational dom ain thus consist o f
inlet, outlet, symmetric central planes and wall surfaces. They were dealt with as follows,

(a) V elocity inlet
V elocity inlet boundary conditions were applied to define the velocity and scalar
properties o f the flow at the inlet. The flow w ith a uniform velocity Ut enters the duct
along the stream wise direction ( X axis); that is,
U =Uh V = W = 0 at x = 0, 0 <y < H/2, 0 < z < H /2

(3-12)

(b) N o-slip walls
N o-slip wall boundary conditions were applied in the present numerical
simulation, i.e. the velocities on the inner surface o f walls are equal to zero,
U = V = W = 0 a ty , z = H /2 , 0 < x < L.

(3-13)

(c) Central planes
Symmetry o f reflective boundary conditions w ere adopted on the two central
planes o f the duct, that is, for the horizontal central plane (y = 0) as shown on Figure 3.2,
dU

n

— = 0 and V = 0 a ty = 0, 0 < x < L, 0 < z < H /2.
ty

(3-14)

Similarly, the boundary condition for the vertical plane (z = 0) is,
dU
n
— = 0 and W = 0 a t z = 0, 0 <x <L, 0 < y < H /2 .
dz
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(3-15)

(d) Pressure outlet
The pressure at the outlet surface was assumed to be constant w ith the value o f
atm ospheric pressure. That is,
p = 1 atm = 101,325 Pa, at x = L, 0 <y < H 72, 0 < z < H /2 .

(3-16)

In addition, the initial turbulent param eters at the inlet, including the relative
turbulence intensity Tu, turbulence length scale A, turbulent kinetic energy k and
turbulence dissipation rate e, are required before the iteration process. The turbulence
intensity Tu is defined as the ratio o f the root-m ean-square o f the fluctuating velocities to
the m ean velocity. FLU EN T (V ersion 6.2, 2003) recom m ends the initial input o f Tu as a
function o f the Reynolds num ber as below,

Tu = 0.1 6 { K e f 118 x 100%

(3-17)

The turbulence length scale (A), is a physical quantity related to the size o f eddies
that contains the energy in turbulent flows, which is defined to correspond to Dh,

A = 0.07 D h .

(3-18)

The turbulent kinetic energy (k) is the kinetic energy per unit mass o f the
turbulent fluctuations. The turbulent dissipation rate (s) is defined as the rate o f
conversion o f turbulence into heat by m olecular viscosity. They are determ ined by Tu and
Dh as follows,

(3-19)
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w here CM is the eddy-viscosity coefficient. The default value o f 0.0845 was used in the
current study (FLUENT V ersion 6.2, 2003).

3.4 Discretization
The com putational dom ain and the governing partial differential equations were
discretized before simulation. GAM BIT (Version 2.2, 2004), a preprocessing software,
was utilized to build the geom etry and generate mesh. The structured hexahedral cells
were applied to discretize the com putational domain into small control volumes.
The m esh schem e has to capture the com plex flow structure in the domain,
especially in the boundary layers. The presence o f the friction betw een the flow and the
duct wall generates a non-uniform flow distribution. N orm ally the boundary layer flow
can be divided into three layers. In the innerm ost layer im m ediately beside the wall, the
flow is alm ost lam inar, and the (molecular) viscosity plays a dom inant role in m om entum
and mass transfer. This layer is called the viscous layer. In the outer layer, or the fully
turbulent layer, turbulence plays a m ajor role. Finally, there is a buffer layer between the
viscous layer and the fully turbulent layer where the effects o f m olecular viscosity and
turbulence are equally important.
The grid spacing norm al to the w all needs to be sufficiently fine to resolve the
steep velocity gradients (Rokni et al., 1998). Since the velocity changes significantly at
the near-wall region whereas the profile is relatively flat at the central region, nonuniform grid was em ployed on the cross-sectional plane. Figure 3.3(a) portrays a sample
m esh with the 30 x 30 grids on a quadrant o f the cross section.

Since the variation o f
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flow is relatively slow along the stream wise direction, the m esh is allowed to be coarser
at this direction to reduce the com putational cost. This is crucial in the present study since
the com putational dom ain in the streamwise direction is very long, at 80 times that in the
cross-sectional direction (a quadrant o f the duct). A uniform grid spacing o f 0.1 Dh, as
recom m ended by G essner and Jones (1965), was applied in this study. Figure 3.3(b)
depicts a small section o f m esh at the X -Y plane.
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(a) 30 x 30 non-uniform m esh on the cross sectional plane.

ay

(z)............ ...

.....

.......................................

x

►

(b) A small section o f the 400 m esh grids along the stream w ise direction.

Figure 3.3 Sample m esh o f 400 x 3 0 x 3 0 . (a) 3 0 x 3 0 non-uniform m esh on the cross
sectional plane; (b) A small section o f the 400 m esh grids along the
stream w ise direction.
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The RN G k-e model is only valid in the fully turbulent region and not effective at
the near-w all region w here the viscous effect is important. A com m on m ethod is to use a
semi-empirical wall function to simulate the viscosity-affected regions, i.e. the viscous
layer and the interim buffer layer. FLUENT (Version 6.2, 2003) provides two options o f
wall function: the Standard and the Enhanced W all Functions. The Standard Wall
Function can extend the solution over the buffer layer w hereas the Enhanced Wall
Function can extend the turbulence modeling further beyond the viscous layer. Since the
Enhanced W all Function has a better estimation o f flow in the near-w all region, this
study em ployed the Enhanced W all Function to resolve the flow until the viscous layer.
To apply the Enhanced W all Function, at least one m esh line has to be located in
the viscous layer. This w as realized by constructing very fine boundary layer mesh and
calculating the dim ensionless distance betw een the first m esh line and the nearest wall, y +,
which is defined as,
= p u Ty P

(3-21)

A
where uTis the friction velocity, y P is the normal distance from the centroid o f the nearest
cell to the wall. The y + value is norm ally observed to be under 5 in the viscous layer
(M unson et al., 2002; FLU EN T V ersion 6.2, 2003).
The convergence criterion for solved variables was setup as,

(3-22)

where (f)' represents the value o f variables at ith iteration.
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3.5 Grid independence
The discretization process involves certain am ount o f errors. The error arose from
the discretization process can be minim ized through the investigation o f mesh
independence, i.e. increasing the mesh density until the solution does not change with
further m esh refinem ent. Since a 3-D model w ith very fine grid norm ally takes a much
higher com putational cost, a 2-D model with the domain o f 18.4 m x 0.23 m was first
investigated to find the suitable m esh size. This m esh scheme w as then extended to a 3-D
model. The dom ain and the boundary conditions o f the 2-D trial sim ulation are similar to
3-D model. It can be referred as the X - Y plane o f the 3-D m odel, as portrayed in Figure
3.2.
The 2-D dom ain was first constructed w ith a m esh o f 400 x 30 grids, i.e. 400
grids along the stream w ise (X) direction and 30 grids along the lateral (Y) direction. Then
the grids were doubled along each direction step by step, up to 800 x 60 grids. The results
were then com pared w ith each other. Figure 3.4(a) portrays the profiles o f the streamwise
velocity along the duct central line (the symmetry boundary) at a Reynolds number o f
10,000. Correspondingly, the m esh independence along the lateral direction was also
examined by plotting the velocity profiles along the outlet boundary, as portrayed in
Figure 3.4(b). It shows that in each direction the velocity profiles with different meshes
agree very well. It can be concluded that the 400 x 30 grids can produce an
approximately m esh-independent result.
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(a) Velocity profile along the central line.
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(b) V elocity profile along 7-axis at outlet.
Figure 3.4 Effect o f m esh on the velocity profile for 2-D sim ulation at Re o f 10,000.
(a) V elocity profile along the central line; (b) V elocity profile along 7axis at the outlet.
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Therefore, the m esh scheme was applied to a 3-D dom ain w ith 30 grids applied to
the spanw ise (Z) direction as well. The m esh scheme for the 3-D dom ain was thus 400 x
30 x 30 hexahedral cells. To eliminate the potential variation o f the m esh independence
due to the m esh expansion from 2-D to 3-D, a double check was carried out by refining
the m esh at the transverse plane to 45 x

45

grids. The results agreed well between these

two meshes, as portrayed in Figure 3.5. To save the com putational cost, the mesh with
400 x 30 x

30

grids was chosen as the final m esh scheme.
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Figure 3.5 Effect o f m esh on the velocity profile along Y axis at the outlet for 3-D
sim ulation at Re o f 10,000.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
PROCEDURES

The num erical investigation o f airflow w ithin a square duct provides an ideal flow
without practical disturbances, also velocity values are acquired arithm etically such that
no m easurem ent uncertainty is considered. In order to evaluate the Equal Area and the
Log-Tchebycheff m ethods in estimating the volum etric airflow rate under field conditions,
a duct-blow er test bench w ith relevant test facility was constructed in Room 103, Essex
Hall, U niversity o f Windsor. This chapter describes the test bench and instrum entation
facility, along w ith experim ental procedures.
The schem atic o f the experim ental setup is show n in Figure 4.1. It com prises o f a
centrifugal air blower, an in-line Venturi flow m eter w ith upstream and downstream
settling pipes, square test duct, hot-wire anem om eter system , etc. The blow er supplied
airflow to the test duct, w hile the Venturi m eter acquired the actual flow rate through the
duct. A Meriam® inclined m anom eter was used to sense the differential pressure (,dp)
across the Venturi meter. The TSI IFA® 300 constant tem perature anem om eter (CTA),
com bined w ith an 1192 automatic traversing m echanism , was used to m easure the
instantaneous velocity. A TSI VelociCalc® 8345 hand-held therm al anemometer, as an
instrument em ployed in the HVAC industry, w as used to sense the tim e-average velocity
as may be acquired by a technician in practice. The details o f the experim ental setup are
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described as below.

I

Figure 4.1 A n overview o f the experim ental setup. (1) Blow er; (2) Venturi meter; (3)
Square duct; (4) CTA; (5) Traversing m echanism .

4.1

The test duct and air cycling facility
The airflow w as m easured in a blow er-duct assembly. Figure 4.2 depicts the

schematic o f the flow facility. The total length o f the test bench reaches 15.94 m w hen all
the square duct sections are m ounted. The details are as follows.
The centrifugal blow er was used to generate airflow in the duct. It w as driven by a
3.7 kW m otor w ith a constant speed o f 1750 rpm. A gate dam per at the inlet o f the blow er
was used to control the air flow rate. The exit o f the blow er w as contracted into a circular
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shape w ith an inner diam eter o f 0.26 m.

IFA300_

Figure 4.2 Schem atic o f the experim ental setup (draw n not to scale). (1) Blower; (2)
U pstream settling pipe com bined w ith flow conditioner A; (3) Venturi flow
m eter; (4) D ow nstream settling pipe (5) Transitional section com bined w ith
flow conditioner B; (6) Square duct; (7) A utom atic traversing mechanism.

A Venturi m eter (M odel 2300) m ade by Lam bda Square Inc. w as m ounted in-line
after the exit o f the blow er to m easure the reference flow rate. The throat diam eter o f the
Venturi m eter is 0.183 m. The throat-to-pipe ratio, p, is 0.688. The reasons to select the
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Venturi m eter as the standard flow m eter are its higher accuracy and excellent pressure
recovery after the throat (M unson et al., 2002; ISO 5167-1, 2003) com pared to commonly
used Orifice and N ozzle flow meters. The setup o f the Venturi m eter and the inclined
m anom eter is portrayed in Figure 4.3.

f if

1

Figure 4.3 Venturi m eter and inclined manometer. (1) Venturi tube (located inside the
pipe); (2) Inclined manometer.

The principle behind the Venturi m eter is the Bernoulli Equation w hich assumes
steady, incom pressible and non-swirl flow condition. A ccording to the m easured air
velocity and the corresponding M ach number, the airflow was considered incompressible.
In the present study, two 3 m (Zc) straight circular pipes w ith a diam eter o f 0.266 m (D c,

Lc = 11.3 Dc) w ere installed both upstream and dow nstream o f the Venturi m eter to
m inim ize the sw irling m otion o f airflow. A flow conditioner (Serial A) was placed 0.5 m
(approxim ately 2 Dc) dow nstream o f the blow er exit attem pting to make the flow m ore
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uniform. The flow conditioner A includes a tube bundle w ith 278 circular tubes having a
inner diam eter o f 0.018 m and length o f 0.13 m. M etal screens, made o f 0.3 m m wires
w ith a spacing o f 2.4 mm, were placed at the two ends o f the tube bundle to hold those
small tubes and to aid in conditioning flow.
A fter the Venturi tube the pipe was expanded to a square cross section w hich was
connected to the test duct. A flow conditioner (Serial B) was placed after this expansion
and preceding the test duct attempting to make the flow more uniform at the inlet o f the
test duct. A s m entioned by several authors (Bradshaw et al., 1964; Laws and Livesey,
1978; Scheim an et ah, 1981 and Lindgren et ah, 2002), the com bination o f a tube bundle
and m ultiple pieces o f screens is very effective and w idely used in uniform ing internal
flow. After several trials, the conditioner was finally constructed o f a straw-filled tube
bundle and three screens. The details are as follows.
The tube bundle is 0.25 m long. It w as constructed o f 120 small PVC tubes w ith
an inner diam eter o f 0.035 m and a thickness o f 0.004 m. Small plastic straws w ith a
diameter o f 0.004 m and a length o f 0.28 m, w ere filled inside each tube, as shown in
Figure 4.4. The m ain function o f the straw -filled tube bundle is to restrict the
cross-stream fluctuations.
Two m etal screens, one made o f 0.3 m m w ires w ith a spacing o f 2.4 m m and
another woven by 0.3 m m wires w ith a spacing o f 0.6 m m , w ere installed im m ediately
upstream and dow nstream o f the tube bundle. One o f the objectives was to keep the tube
bundle from moving. Their m ain function, is to break up larger eddies into sm aller ones
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and thus reduce the m ean non-uniform ity and turbulence fluctuations.
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Figure 4.4 The cross-sectional view o f the flow conditioner B.

The prelim inary test shows that the flow dow nstream o f the second screen was
not close to uniform flow. Therefore the third screen, w hich has the same specification as
the second one, was added 1 m dow nstream o f the second screen. The dow nstream flow
was found to be quite uniform , w here the ratio o f the m axim um to the m inim um velocity
at the cross section 0.15 m dow nstream was under 12%.
The square test duct was fabricated by galvanized steel w ith a thickness o f 1.2 mm.
It comprises o f four 1.43 m sections. These sections were connected each other via flanges
with sealing foam in between. The actual dim ensions o f the cross section were m easured to
be 0.462 (Width, H j) by 0.458 m (Height, H i), w hich is not an exact square cross section
but in this investigation treated as such w ith 1% error.
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4.2

Hot-wire data acquisition instrumentation
The w hole package o f the TSI hot-wire instrum entation is shown in Figure 4.5. It

is com posed o f a 1201 single normal hot-wire probe, an 1192 autom atic traversing
m echanism, an IFA® 300 CTA with an internal signal conditioner, an ADCPCI-8 A/D
converter, a Dell® personal computer, an 1129 calibrator and an OMEGA® Type-T
therm ocouple. The specifications o f each device are described in the following
subsections.

Figure 4.5 The hot-w ire data acquisition instrum entation. (1) Traversing m echanism ; (2)
hot-w ire probe (attached on traversing m echanism ); (3) CTA; (4) Calibrator;
(5) Pressure transducer; (6) Computer.

4.2.1 The single normal hot-wire probe
In this study, the instantaneous airflow velocities w ere m easured using a TSI 1201
single normal hot-w ire probe. It is constructed o f a platium -coated tungsten wire w ith a
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diameter o f 3.8 pm. The probe senses the cooling effect o f a m oving gas stream passing
over an electrically heated sensor. This cooling effect or heat transfer rate is correlated to
the velocity o f the gas stream based on the principle o f energy conservation.

4.2.2

Hot-wire anemometer
The hot-w ire anem om eter used in the current study is an IFA® 300 CTA module.

The control circuit for hot-w ire anem om etry is in the form o f a W heatstone bridge circuit
consisting o f four electrical resistances, one o f w hich is the sensor, as shown in Figure
4.6. The sensor is heated to the operating tem perature at 250°C. W hen it is placed in the
flow, it is cooled by the fluid w ith a lower temperature. W ith the increase/decrease o f air
velocity, the heat transfer rate w ould increase/decrease correspondingly, causing the
temperature o f the sensor to depart from the operating tem perature. To m aintain the
sensor at the operation condition, the current and then the voltage via the sensor are
adjusted. Furtherm ore, a differential am plifier was used to am plify this voltage signal
(TSI, 2002(a)). The bridge or am plifier output voltage is an indication o f flow velocity.
Due to the influence o f the fluid velocity on the rate o f heat transfer from the heated
sensor to the flow ing fluid, the pow er input to the sensor provides a m easure o f the flow
velocity.
The acquired signal is then fed to a signal-conditioning unit before it is sent to the
A/D converter and the central computer. It works to im prove the accuracy at m easured
velocity range and m atch the range o f the output voltage signal w ith the input voltage
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range o f the A/D converter. In the case that a nonlinear voltage signal with small
fluctuations is fed into the A/D converter, there may exists a large error for the fluctuating
part. In order to m inim ize the error and match the fluctuating part o f the hot-wire signal
to its voltage range, the offset voltage,

which is about the m ean value, is subtracted

from the direct hot-w ire signal, a Gain function is then applied to the signal to amplify
the rem aining part. The output signal EG(t) o f the signal conditioner, is thus expressed as
below,
E G(t) = Gain (E(t)-Eoff).

(4-1)

The Offset circuit can subtract up to 10 Volts from the bridge output in 10 mV steps. The
Gain function can am plify the resulting signal up to 1000 times.

Amplifier
Differential

Voltage

Probe

Figure 4.6 Schem atic o f the bridge circuit for a hot-w ire sensor.

The CTA also integrates filtering circuits. A high pass filter is used when only
velocity fluctuation m easurem ents are needed since m ean voltage inform ation and thus
the actual m ean velocity is rem oved from the signal. A low -pass filter allows the removal
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o f high frequency signals which are out o f range o f interest (TSI, 2000).

4.2.3

A/D converter
The

A D CPCI-8

A/D

converter

converts

the

analog

signal

from

the

signal-conditioning unit into digital signal. It is ideally suited for the specified
requirem ents o f therm al anem om eter signals. The voltage range is -5 ~ 5 V. W ith a 12-bit
outfit, the A/D converter has a digital resolution o f 2.5 mV.

4.2.4

Temperature and pressure compensation
The therm al anem om eter is based on the heat transfer betw een the hot-wire sensor

and fluid m edium . W hen the fluid tem perature is different from that o f calibration
condition, a correction has to be made. The current IFA 300 system has a therm ocouple
circuit integrated inside the CTA unit w ith a plug-in connector. A n OMEGA® Type-T
therm ocouple is placed at the exit o f the square duct to sense the air temperature.
The CTA program also includes the com pensation for the variation o f atmospheric
pressure. An external barom eter was setup to indicate the atm ospheric pressure. Its value
is required to input during each calibration or m easurem ent process.

4.2.5

THERMALPRO™ software
TH ER M A LPR O ™ software gives com plete control over the operation o f the

anem ometer system . Its function can be divided into four discrete sections: control,
calibration, data acquisition, and analysis. The com m unication betw een the CTA,
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calibrator, traversing m echanism

and com puter is realized via RS-232-C

serial

com m unication cables.

4.3

Calibration of single normal hot-wire probe
The calibration is critical to the accuracy o f hot-w ire measurement. Since the

correlation o f the anem om eter voltage output to the air velocity is sensitive to external
environm ent, the calibration process has to be carried out before any test to establish a
current velocity-voltage correlation. During the m easurem ent process, the hot-wire probe
senses the air velocity ( U ) and produces a voltage signal (E ) via the anemometer. This
signal is conditioned and then com pared to the calibrated correlation curve. Thus the
voltage signal is re-converted to velocity inform ation.
In this study, the velocity-voltage correlation o f the hot-w ire probe was expressed
as a fourth order polynom ial curve fit,
U =£?qq + Qq^E +
where

ano, a o i, ao2, <*03, a 04

y

“2
A
+ @0 3 E + Gq^E ,

(4-3)

are relevant coefficients.

The schem atic o f the calibration process using a M odel 1129 calibrator is
portrayed in Figure 4.7. The supply air is filtered and adjusted to a gage pressure no less
than 207kPa (30 psi), and then the air pass through the calibrator and exit through a
nozzle. The probe is positioned above the exit nozzle. The potential core o f the je t flow
from the nozzle exit is assum ed to be uniform w ith a turbulence level less than 0.5%. The
sensor is cooled by the je t and the corresponding voltage, E r , is acquired by the
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anem ometer. A t the same time, the reference velocity inside the potential core is
determ ined by the pressure drop across the nozzle. A pressure transducer w ith the range
o f 0.4 ~ 99 m m H g was used to sense the differentia] pressure, Ap. The calibrator has a
capacity to calibrate the velocity over a range o f 0 ~ 150 m/s. In order to accurately
calibrate the hot-w ire sensor at low velocity range, two secondary nozzles w ith different
velocity ranges w ere provided by TSI.
The secondary nozzle was installed at the base o f the settling chamber. The
pressure drop across the secondary nozzle was m easured and related to the velocity
em erging from the exit nozzle. The reason to use the secondary nozzle is to obtain
relatively high pressure difference w hen the velocity o f the free je t (emerging from the
exit nozzle) is low.

C om puter

A/D

IFA 300

Converter

Probe —
Therm o
couple

Pressure
transducer

Supply
air

Nozzle
set

Flow
regulator

Figure 4.7 Schematic o f the hot-w ire calibration process.
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A n air volum e booster was used to control the calibration flow at different
velocity values. A set o f calibration points ( U r, Er), 17 points for the current study
recom m ended by TSI (2003), were acquired to curve fit the U-E correlation w ithin the
applied velocity range. The calibration is carried out autom atically w ith the application o f
the TH ERM A LPRO software.

4.4

Selection of turbulence measurement parameters
To decide the suitable turbulence m easurem ent param eters, i.e. the sampling

frequency and tim e, M easurem ents were taken at a specific location w ith varied sampling
frequencies and tim e w hereas m aintaining other conditions same. Table 4.1 depicts the
tim e-m ean velocities m easured at a specific location w ith different sampling frequencies
and time. It appears to be no obvious difference w here the m axim um variation o f the
mean velocity is 0.6% . The current study used a sam pling frequency o f 20 kH z and time
o f 6.55 s to take the traverse measurement.

Table 4.1 Selection of turbulence measurement parameters.
1

2

3

4

5

10

10

20

20

20

Time (s)

3.28

13.1

3.28

6.55

13.1

Umean (m/s)

2.857

2.851

2.862

2.865

2.868

Serial No.
Frequency
(Hz)
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4.5

Traverse measurement locations
The point velocities at discrete points were m easured by the hot-wire system.

A ccurate m easurem ent locations were achieved by attaching the sensor on the arm o f the
com puter-controlled traversing m echanism. The m easurem ent (relative) origin was setup
at the upper-left corner w ith 0.03 m normal distance to both side walls. However, to ease
the data analysis process, the display (absolute) coordinate was setup at the center o f the
duct cross section, as shown in Figure 4.8.
0.462 m
Lz

y
Origin

o

Ui
00

3

Figure 4.8 The display coordinate o f the traverse measurement.

To investigate the influence o f the velocity profile to the accuracy o f the
volum etric flow rate deduced from discrete point velocities, an 11 x 11 traverse grid was
used based on w hich the point velocities w ere measured. Thus the velocity profiles along
the duct cross section w ere obtained. The m easurem ent locations are given in Table 4.2.
The grid spacing is 0.05 m except that those points beside duct walls have 0.025 m
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distance to their neighboring points at the normal directions. This is due to the fact that
there are higher velocity gradients at the near-wall regions than at the central region.

Table 4.2 The 11 * 11 velocity traverse grid along the cross-sectional plane.
Coordinate

Location (m)

y

0, ±0.05, ±0.1, ±0.15, ±0.2, ±0.25, ±0.275, ±0.3

z

0, ±0.05, ±0.1, ±0.15, ±0.2, ±0.25, ±0.275, ±0.3

The dim ensionless traverse locations for the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff
methods are defined in Standards (ISO 3966 (E), 1977; A SH R A E 111, 1988). W ith the
specific duct dim ensions in the current study, the locations for traverse points are defined
in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Locations for the Equal Area and the Log-Tchebycheff methods along
the cross-sectional plane.
Coordinate

Position (m)

Traverse m ethod
axis

1

2

3

4

y

-0.173

-0.058

0.058

0.173

z

-0.172

-0.057

0.057

0.172

»

y

-0.197

-0.098

0

0.098

0.197

z

-0.195

-0.097

0

0.097

0.195

5

Equal A rea

Log-Tchebycheff
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4.6

Measurement of reference flow rate
The Venturi m eter was calibrated by the supplier. Figure 4.9 portrays the

corresponding Q-Ap curve fit at the standard tem perature and pressure conditions (STP,
i.e. T =20°C and p atm — 101,325 Pa). In the calibrated flows range o f 0 ~ 1.2 m 3/s, it also
has the equation form as follows,
Qven,STP= 0 . 0 3 7 7 9 ^ ,

(4-3)

where the units o f A p and Q stp are Pa and m 3/s respectively.

1.2

5*

0 8

%

~

0 .6
m

a

„ „

0 .4
0 . 2 -i

Go
0

200

400

600

800

1000

dP (Pa)
Figure 4.9 Calibration curve for the Venturi meter.

The calibration curve show s the Q -A p correlation at standard tem perature and
atmospheric pressure (STP), i.e. 20°C for room tem perature and 101,325 Pa for
atmospheric pressure. D uring the actual m easurem ent process, the actual environm ental
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condition departed from the standard condition. According to A A BC (1989), a density
correction factor, Cp, has to be introduced to determine the airflow rate. The equation for
Cp and Qven are expressed as,

(4-4)

Qven

pQ ven ,STP ■

(4-5)

An inclined m anom eter was used to indicate the differential pressure across the
Venturi tube, as portrayed in Figure 4.3. The fluid used to indicate A P is Meriam® Red
Oil M odel 923RO. It has a density o f 827 kg/m 3. The scale has a range o f 0 ~ 0.2 m w ith
the resolution o f 0.001 m. Its inclination ratio can be setup as 1:2, 1:5 or 1:25 according
to the value o f Ap.
In this study the Reynolds num ber was based on the m ean velocity w ithin the duct
and its hydraulic diam eter Df,. The actual dim ensions o f the duct are 0.462 m x 0.458 m
and Dh was calculated to be 0.46 m. The m ean velocity w as acquired by dividing the
reference flow rate w ith the cross-sectional area o f the square duct ( A sd)- Thus the
Reynolds num ber is expressed as,

(4-6)

4.7

Velocity check by a hand-held anemometer
In HVAC industry, som e hand-held instrum ents are w idely used to take velocity
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traverse m easurem ent, such as hand-held therm al anem om eter or Pitot-static tube. The
advantages o f them are their handy and inexpensive feature w ith an industrial acceptable
accuracy. In this study, a TSI 8345 VelociCalc® hand-held anem om eter was used to
measure the velocity profile along the horizontal center line (y = 0) and the results were
com pared w ith that m easured by the HWA system. It has an accuracy o f 3% o f reading
and velocity range o f 0 ~ 30 m/s (TSI, 2002(b)).
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CHAPTER 5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Both num erical and experim ental investigations w ere carried out on the
evaluation o f the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff m ethods in estimating the
volumetric flow rate in a 0.46 m square duct. The num erical study investigated the
airflow w ith the Reynolds num ber ranging from 10,000 to 500,000. The flow entered the
duct w ith a uniform velocity, and exited as a nearly fully developed flow at 40 £)/,. The
Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff methods were com pared and evaluated w ithin the
investigated flow regime. The experim ental study was to verify the num erical results and,
at the same tim e, evaluate the perform ance o f both m ethods under practical situations.
The experijnent was carried out at Re o f 90,000 ~ 150,000 w ith a m axim um duct length
o f 9.6 D*.
The outline for this chapter is as follows. Section 5.1 describes the results o f the
num erical study, Section 5.2 discusses the experim ental results, and Section 5.3 conducts
the com parison betw een the experim ental and sim ulation data.

5.1 Simulation results
Based on the investigated range o f Reynolds num bers (10,000 ~ 500,000), the
airflow in the square duct is in the turbulent regime. The num erical study was carried out
using com mercial code FLU EN T w here the RN G k-s m odel w as em ployed as the
turbulence model. The sim ulation results were com pared w ith previously obtained results
available in the literature, w hich included, the norm alized centerline velocity and the
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transverse velocity distribution. Based on the simulated flow fields, the Equal Area and
the Log-Tchebycheff m ethods were applied to estimate the volum etric flow rates.

5.1.1 Flow field
W hen the airflow w ith a uniform velocity profile enters into a square duct, a
boundary layer in the near-w all region will form and develop gradually. Consequently,
the flow profile will develop to different shapes at different dow nstream locations until it
becomes fully developed at a specific location. In the current sim ulation study the flow
developm ent process in a 0.46 m square duct w ith 40 Dh straight length was observed.

5.1.1.1 The normalized center line velocity Uc/Ub
U niform velocity w as assum ed at the inlet o f the sim ulated duct. W hen free flow
enters into a duct, due to the wall friction and viscous effect, the flow velocity flow in the
near-wall region will gradually decrease the velocity in the central part will increase.
Thus the m axim um velocity is acquired at the center o f the cross section. The
development o f the flow m ay be represented by the variation o f stream wise velocity
along the duct central line, Uc.
The investigation o f G essner and Em ery (1981) show s that at the Reynolds
number o f 250,000, the stream wise velocity at the center line (U c) increases
monotonically up to about 40 Dh downstream , w here it reaches the m axim um value.
Further downstream, it decreases slightly until 84 Dh by less than 5% o f the bulk velocity,
Ub. No conclusion was draw n as to w hether the flow was fully developed at this location.
Due to the insignificant variation o f flow profile and the lim itation o f com putational
resource, this study only extended the sim ulation until 40 Dh.
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1.25

1.2

_Q 1.16

o

— RNG k-s model
--S ta n d a rd k-s model
° Gessner and Emery (1981)

1.05

10

20

30

40

x/D,
Figure 5.1 D im ensionless center line velocity (Uc /Ub) com pared w ith published data
at Re o f 250,000.

It has to be noticed that in this study the bulk velocity in the duct was considered
to be equal to the inlet velocity Ub. However, the bulk velocity calculated from the
integration technique using FLUENT, i.e. the integrated volum e flow rate divided by
cross-sectional area, shows that there is a m axim um variation o f 0.25% o f the inlet
velocity at different dow nstream locations. This cam e from the num erical discretization
error. Since this error is small it w as neglected in this investigation.
Figure 5.1 portrays the sim ulated center line velocity, Uc, norm alized by the bulk
velocity, Ub, at the R eynolds num ber o f 250,000. The sim ulations were carried out by the
Standard and R N G k-e turbulence m odels respectively and the results were com pared
with the experim ental data by G essner and Em ery (1981), w hich w as taken from the
experiment on a 0.254 m square duct. It shows that the R N G k-e m odel has a better
agreement with the experim ental data except that it reaches the peak value at 35.2 Dh
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whereas the experim ent reaches the peak value at 40 Dh. Com paratively, the Standard k-e
model has a low er peak velocity. Since the RNG k-e m odel has a better agreement with
experim ent than the Standard k-e model in predicting the m ean flow field, it was selected
to carry out all sim ulations in this study.

5.1.1.2 Velocity distribution along the transverse direction
One o f the m ost im portant characteristics for the flow field is the streamwise
velocity distribution along the cross-sectional plane. Due to the friction between the wall
and the airflow, the m axim um velocity is acquired at the center (U c) o f the cross section
and then it gradually decreases to zero on the wall surface (the no-slip boundary
condition). Figure 5.2 portrays the velocity along the w all bisector (y = 0) at the outlet at
Re o f 250,000, com pared to the experim ental data o f G essner and Em ery (1981). The
simulation result agrees w ell w ith the experim ental data.

0.9

0.8
0.7

0.6

O

— Present simulation
° Gessner and Emery (1981)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

y/Dh
Figure 5.2 C om parison o f the velocity profile along F-axis at the outlet with
published data at Re o f 250,000.
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Figure 5.3 depicts simulated velocity profiles along Y axis at the outlet with
various Reynolds numbers. Slight differences can be observed am ong these profiles. The
velocity distribution along the wall bisector becom es progressively flatter w ith increasing
Reynolds number.

•— Re 10,000

0.9

— Re 50,000
— Re 90,000
- Re 250,000
Re 500,000

0 .8

0.7
0

0.1

0.3

0 .2

0.4

0.5

y/Dh
Figure 5.3 Sim ulated velocity profiles along T-axis at the outlet.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 portray the velocity profile along a quadrant o f the cross
section at the dow nstream locations o f 6.5 Dh and the outlet respectively. A t the location
o f 6.5 Dh (Figure 5.4), the velocity profile at near-w all region w as rounded due to the
boundary layer effect. It also can be observed that the velocities at the central region is
nearly identical. This dem onstrates that the flow is in developing situation. On the other
hand, the airflow at the outlet (Figure 5.5) w as very close to fully developed flow
conditions, as m entioned in Chapter 3. The norm alized center point velocity (Uc / Ub) is
over 1.2.
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0.4
0.5

0.3
0.4

0.3

0.2
0.2
y/H

z/H

Figure 5.4 D im ensionless velocity profile at 9.6 Dh dow nstream and Re o f 90,000.

Figure 5.5 D im ensionless velocity profile at the outlet (40 Dh) and Re o f 90,000.
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5.1.2 Volumetric flow rate estimation
B ased on the simulated velocity profile, the average velocity o f the duct cross
section can be estim ated according to the Equal A rea ( U

ea)

and the Log-Tchebycheff

(U lt) m ethods. Since the volum etric flow rate is the product o f the average velocity and
the cross-sectional area, which is a constant (A so = 0.2116 m), the volum etric flow rate
( 0 thus can be estimated.

5.1.2.1 Locations of traverse points
The velocity traverse locations for the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff
methods are prescribed in various kinds o f standards (ISO 3966 (E), 1977; ASHRAE 111,
1988; A ABC, 2002). Table 5.1 depicts the traverse locations for a 0.46 m square duct.
The center o f the cross section was defined as the origin and the coordinate axes can be
referred to Figure 4.9. There are totally 16 points specified for the Equal A rea m ethod
and 25 points for the Log-Tchebycheff method.

Table 5.1 Locations for the Equal Area and the Log-Tchebycheff methods along
the duct cross section.
Position (m)

Coordinate
Traverse m ethod
axis

1

2

3

4

5

y

-0.173

-0.058

0.058

0.173

_

z

-0.173

-0.058

0.058

0.173

-

y

-0.196

-0.098

0

0.098

0.196

z

-0.196

-0.098

0

0.098

0.196

Equal A rea

Log-T chebycheff
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(a). The Equal A rea method.

J3 0.75
2
0.5
3
0.25

0.2
0.15

0.1

0.05

y(m)

0.05

z(m)

(b) The Log-Tchebycheff m ethod.

Figure 5.6 The traverse locations corresponding to the dim ensionless velocity profile at
6.5 Dh dow nstream and Re o f 90,000. (a) The Equal A rea method; (b) The
Log-Tchebycheff method.
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Figure 5.6 depicts the traverse locations for the Equal A rea and the LogT chebycheff m ethods corresponding to the dim ensionless velocity profile at Re o f 90,000,
6.5 Dh dow nstream o f inlet. On a quadrant o f the cross section, there are 4 points for the
Equal A rea m ethod and 9 points for the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod displayed on the figure.

5.1.2.2 Effect of Reynolds number on accuracies of the Equal Area and the LogTchebycheff methods
As m entioned earlier, the flow at the outlet is very close to fully developed flow.
Since the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod deduces the traverse locations based on fully
developed flow profile and the Equal A rea m ethod has no assum ption on the velocity
distribution, the com parison betw een the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff methods
at the outlet provides a critical evaluation o f these tw o m ethods.
Figure 5.7 portrays the average velocities calculated from the Equal A rea ( U ea )
and the Log-Tchebycheff ( U ea ) methods w ith different Re at the outlet, norm alized by
the bulk velocity U b- N ote that there is a num erical discretization error o f 0.25% for Ub,
as m entioned earlier. Since the average velocities ( U ea , U lt ) are proportional to the
volum etric flow rates ( Q ea , Q lt )- The error calculated form Equation (5-1) is an
indication o f the accuracy o f the estim ated volum etric flow rate.

error = ——
Ub

x l0 0 % .

(5-1)

It can be seen that at the investigated Reynolds num bers, for each method, the
variation o f the relative error is very small w ith respect to different Reynolds numbers.
The Equal A rea m ethod overestim ates the flow rate by 3.5 ~ 4% w hile the LogTchebycheff m ethod can achieve an accuracy o f -0 .4 ~ 0.8%.
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Figure 5.7 The accuracies o f the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff m ethods in
deducing average velocities at the outlet.

5.1.2.3 Effect of downstream Location
Both the Equal A rea and the L og-Tchebycheff m ethods are w idely used in HVAC
and other industries. The ideal application for the L og-Tchebycheff m ethod is that the
flow satisfies the fully developed flow condition. H owever, the flow in practice is seldom
fully developed due to real-life disturbances. Practically, traverse m easurem ents are often
taken at 6 ~ 10 Dh dow nstream o f any disturbance w here the m easurem ent results are
considered to be acceptable (SM ACNA, 1983). To find the effect o f dow nstream location
on the accuracy o f the volum etric flow rate, the Equal A rea and the L og-Tchebycheff
methods were conducted at 3.4 D
average velocities { U

ea

6.5 Dh, 9.6 Dh and 40 Dh (outlet) respectively. The

and U l t ) were calculated as Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 The effect of downstream locations on accuracies of traverse methods in
deducing the average velocity.
Re

10,000

50,000

90,000

250,000

500,000

Ub (m/s)

0.33

1.64

2.96

8.22

16.43

U ea

(m/s)

0.347

1.724

3.081

8.556

16.986

U Lt

(m/s)

0.336

1.670

2.996

8.437

16.826

U ea

(m/s)

0.342

1.707

3.078

8.570

17.203

ULT( m/s)

0.333

1.652

2.972

8.297

16.649

(m/s)

0.341

1.711

3.087

8.606

17.193

m/s)

0.330

1.644

2.963

8.228

16.503

(m/s)

0.339

1.698

3.072

8.527

17.008

U LT (m /s )

0.331

1.64

2.948

8.196

16.381

3.4 D h

6.5 D/,

U ea

9.6 Dh
U Lt (
U ea

40 D h

Figure 5.8 portrays the variation o f the dim ensionless average velocities along the
streamwise location at Re o f 250,000. It can be seen that at 3.4 Dh downstream , the
difference between the Equal A rea and the L og-Tchebycheff m ethods is relatively small
(1.5%). This is because at this location, the boundary layer is thin, the velocity profile is
relatively uniform , so the velocity differences am ong traverse points are small, so the
differences o f average velocities and flow rates betw een the tw o m ethods are small.
W hen the flow m oves further dow nstream , the boundary layer develops to be thicker in
which the velocity decreases while the velocity gradient increases. The flow profile is
closer to the fully developed profile w hich is the assum ption o f the Log-Tchebycheff
method. Thus Ult /Ub decreases and the accuracy o f the L og-T chebycheff methods
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increases. Since the Equal A rea m ethod divides the cross section into 16 subsections and
the traverse points are located at the center o f each subsection, the m ean velocities in
those 12 near-w all subsections are low er than the velocities o f the corresponding traverse
points. Therefore, the m ean velocity o f the whole cross section is lower than the average
value o f all traverse point velocities. The Equal Area m ethod thus overestimates the
volum etric flow rate.

Equal Area
-B-- Log-Tchebycheff

1.06
X*
O'

1 .0 4

~<y

R

z f 1 .0 2
<
in

k
B- -

0.98

0

10

'O

30

20
X / D

40

h

Figure 5.8 The accuracies o f the Equal A rea and the Log-T chebycheff m ethods in
deducing average velocities at different dow nstream locations at Re o f
250,000.

It can be noticed that the accuracy changes little after 9.6 Dh com pared to that at
the immediate dow nstream location (3.4 Dh). This coincides w ith the fact that industrial
standards do not require the traverse plane to be more than 10 Dh downstream . It can be
concluded that after 6.5 Dh dow nstream , the Equal A rea m ethod overestim ates the flow
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rate by 3.5 ~ 4.7% w hile the Log-Tchebycheff estimates the flow rate w ith the deviation
o f -0 .4 ~ 0.8% from the actual flow rate.

5.2 Experimental Results
The hot-w ire anem om eter system w ith an automatic traversing m echanism was
em ployed to carry out velocity traverse measurements. A ccording to the standard
(ASHRAE 111, 1988), the traverse m easurem ent plane was defined at 2.5 D h upstream o f
the duct exit. In addition, to dim inish the blockage effect o f the traversing column, the
traversing m echanism was placed 0.5 m (1 Dh) upstream o f the exit.
The traverse m easurem ents were perform ed at the duct inlet and three
downstream locations by m ounting different num bers o f duct sections. A t each cross
section, an 11 x 11 traverse grid was followed to m easure velocity profiles. M oreover,
traverse m easurem ents were perform ed at each dow nstream location following a 4 x 4
traverse grid according to the Equal A rea m ethod and a 5 x 5 traverse grid according to
the Log-Tchebycheff method. The volum etric flow rates based on both m ethods were
calculated and evaluated.
The flow at three Reynolds num bers, nam ely, 90,000, 115,000 and 140,000, were
exam ined at each cross section. D ue to the difficulty in precisely controlling the flow rate
and Re, which w ere realized by adjusting the gate dam per at the inlet o f the blower, the
actual Re, slightly deviated from the nom inal Re. the exam ined flow was referred to its
nominal Re in this study.
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5.2.1 Flow profiles
The velocity profiles were acquired by measuring point velocities following an 11
x 11 traverse grid as defined in Section 4.5. The display coordinate is shown in Figure
4.8 w here the origin is located at the center o f the plane. The grid spacing is 0.025 m or
0.05 m along both the horizontal ( Y ) and vertical ( Z ) axis. The uncertainty o f locating
m easurem ent points w ithin the duct is 0.003 m along the coordinate axes. The uncertainty
o f m easuring point velocities by the hot-wire system is 1.3% w ithout considering the
spatial uncertainty.

5. 2.1.1 Flow conditions at the inlet
A flow conditioner, constructed o f a straw -filled tube bundle and three pieces o f
screens, was em ployed attem pting to make flow m ore uniform at the inlet o f the test
square duct. It w as found that the tim e-m ean velocity o f the incom ing flow was steady
with a fluctuation below 0.43%, as detailed in A ppendix D.5. To check the uniform ity o f
the velocity distribution at the inlet, the traverse m easurem ent w as perform ed at 0.15 m
downstream o f the last screen. Hence the cross section at this location was considered as
the flow inlet. The flow w as m easured at the actual Reynolds num bers o f 90,336, 115,860
and 143,676.
Figures 5.9 - 5.11 portray the m easured velocity profiles at the inlet. The flow
displays sim ilar characteristics w ith varied Reynolds num bers. The uniform ity o f the
velocity profiles is w ell behaved. Table 5.3 depicts the m axim um (Umax), m inim um ( Umm)
and the spatial-averaged (Uavg) velocities o f the inlet plane. The m axim um relative
velocity difference ( ( Umax- Umi>,)/Uavg) is an effective factor to indicate the velocity
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uniform ity o f the cross section. It has a m axim um value o f 11.8% at Re o f 90,336 and
then decreases w ith the increase o f Reynolds number. Several trials w ere conducted to
achieve this result by repeatedly modifying the flow conditioner B w ith different
com binations o f tube bundle, screens and straws.

Table 5,3 The mean flow field at the inlet
Re

UaVg (m/s)

90,336

3.14

115,860
143,676

Umax (m/s)

Umin (m/s)

{Umax-U m\n) IUavg (%)

3.31

2.94

11.8

4.02

4.23

3.78

11.2

4.99

5.11

4.61
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Figure 5.9 The inlet velocity profile at Re o f 90,336.
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Figure 5.10 The inlet velocity profile at Re o f 115,860.
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Figure 5.11 The inlet velocity profile at Re o f 143,676.
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5.2.1.2 Flow profiles at different downstream locations
The traverse m easurem ents were carried out at three dow nstream locations: 3.4 Dh,
6.5 Dh and 9.6 Dh. A t each cross section, three flow conditions w ith various Reynolds
numbers w ere m easured. Figure 5.12 portrays the developm ent o f the velocity profiles at
the nom inal R eynolds num ber o f 90,000 (90,396, 90,835 and 89,721). At 3.4 Dh
downstream, there is only a slight variation o f the velocity profile com pared to that at the
inlet (Figure 5.9). This is m ainly due to the fact that the traverse plane is so close to the
inlet that the boundary layer is very thin and does not significantly influence the
velocities o f traverse points. Further downstream, a large velocity drop can be observed
at the near-w all region (Figures 5. 12(b) and 5. 14(c)). A t the 6.5 D/, downstream, the
velocities on the first outm ost traverse lines drop significantly. W hen flow moves further
downstream to 9.6 Dh, the velocities on the second outm ost traverse lines appear to drop
largely, too.
Figure 5.13 portrays the velocity profiles at the nom inal Reynolds num ber o f
115,000 at varied dow nstream locations. Figure 5.14 depicts the velocity profiles at the
nominal Reynolds num ber o f 140,000. The characteristics o f their flow development
process are very sim ilar to that at Re o f 90,000.
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Figure 5.12 (a) The velocity profile at 3.4 Dh dow nstream and Re o f 90,396.
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Figure 5.12 (b) The velocity profile at 6.5 Dh dow nstream and Re o f 90,835.
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Figure 5.12 (c) The velocity profile at 9.6 Dh dow nstream and Re o f 89,721.
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Figure 5.13 (a) The velocity profile at 3.4 Dh dow nstream and Re o f 115,960.
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Figure 5.13 (b) The velocity profile at 6.5 Dh dow nstream and Re o f 116,071.
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Figure 5.13 (c) The velocity profile at 9.6 D h dow nstream and Re o f 114,778.
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Figure 5.14 (a) The velocity profile at 3.4 D h dow nstream and Re o f 143,497.
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Figure 5.14 (b) The velocity profile at 6.5 D h dow nstream and Re o f 135,383.
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Figure 5.14 (c) The velocity profile at 9.6 Dh dow nstream and Re o f 137,393.

5.2.1.3 Flow development process along F-axis
The flow developm ent process can be expressed by depicting the dim ensionless
velocity profiles along Y-axis at different stream wise locations, as portrayed in Figure
5.15. It depicts that as flow m oves dow nstream , the velocities drop at the near-wall
region with a sequence from the outm ost points to the inner points. O n the other hand, the
velocities in the central region slightly increase to keep the total flow rate constant. It
appears that the boundary layers grow thicker w ith flow developing downstream.
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Figure 5.15 The velocity developm ent process along 7-axis at Re o f 140,000.

5.2.2

Accuracies of the Equal Area and the Log-Tchebycheff methods on airflow
rate estimation
Both the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff m ethods deduce the volum etric

flow rate based on finite numbers o f point velocities at specific locations. The flow
profile varies at different stream wise locations, especially at the near-w all region, where
high velocity gradients were observed. The effects o f velocity profile and streamwise
locations on deducing volum etric flow rates are described below.
Figures 5.16-5.18 portray the locations o f traverse points corresponding to
m easured velocity profiles. The circular m arkers (“O ”) depict the point velocities for the
Equal Area m ethod and the square m arkers (“ □ ”) portray the point velocities for the LogTchebycheff m ethod. The velocities o f these points w ere m easured by the hot-wire
system based on locations defined by the Equal A rea (16 points) and the Log70
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T chebycheff (25 points) methods. N ote that some points are hidden by the image o f the
velocity profile. The mesh-shaped velocity profiles were plotted based on the 11 x 11
traverse m easurem ents and linear interpolations betw een m easurem ent points. It shows
that the m easured point velocities based on the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff
m ethods agree well w ith the plotted velocity profiles.
A t 3.4 Dh downstream, the velocity profile is relatively flat and there is no
significant velocity difference between the outm ost traverse points and the points in the
central region. Thus there is no obvious difference for the volum etric flow rates deduced
from the tw o m ethods. W hen the flow goes further dow nstream to 6.5 Dh and 9.6 Dh, due
to the developm ent o f the boundary layer, the velocities in the near-w all regions decrease
sharply.
The Equal A rea m ethod divides the duct cross section into 16 subsections, among
which 12 subsections are near-wall subsections. Correspondingly, there are 12 outm ost
points in the near-w all region and 4 points in the central region. These outm ost points
have a distance o f 0.058 m from the wall surface according to Table 4.3. Similarly, there
are 16 outm ost points in the near-wall region and 9 rem aining points in the central region
for the Log-T chebycheff method. The outm ost traverse points have a closer distance to
the wall surfaces (0.034 m ) than those in the Equal A rea m ethod and are significantly
influenced by high velocity gradients in the near-w all region.
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(a) The Equal A rea method.
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Figure 5.16 The traverse locations com bining w ith the velocity profile at 3.4 Dh
dow nstream , (a) The Equal A rea m ethod; (b) The Log-Tchebycheff method.
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(a) The Equal Area method.
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Figure 5.17 The traverse locations com bining w ith the velocity profile at 6.5 Dh
dow nstream , (a) The Equal A rea m ethod; (b) The Log-Tchebycheff method.
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(a) The Equal Area method.
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Figure 5 .18 The traverse locations com bining w ith the velocity profile at 9.6 Dh
downstream , (a) The Equal A rea m ethod; (b) The Log-Tchebycheff method.
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It can be seen that in Figures 5.17 (b) and 5.17 (b) the velocities for the 16
outm ost points in the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod are low er than those 9 points in the
central region. Thus the average velocity ( U

lt)

based on these 25 points will decrease. On

the other hand, since the outm ost 9 points for the Equal A rea m ethod have a larger
distance from duct walls than those in the Log-Tchebycheff method, the velocity
differences betw een the points in the central region and those in the outer region are
relative small. Thus the boundary layer effect on the traverse point velocities appears to
be insignificant, as shown in Figure 5.17 (a) and 5.17 (a).
Table 5.4 depicts the volum etric flow rates deduced from the Equal A rea ( Q
and the Log-Tchebycheff ( Q

lt)

ea)

m ethods at all m easurem ents. The flow rate acquired

from the V enturi m eter ( Q ven ) was considered as the reference flow rate. The relative
error w as quantified according to Equation (5-2),

Error = ~ ~ ^ vcri- x 100% ■

(5-2)

Qven

The uncertainty analysis in A ppendix D shows that, the relative uncertainty for
the reference flow rate is 0.8%. The relative uncertainties for Q

ea

and Q

lt

2.4% respectively w hereas the uncertainty for the Reynolds num ber is 1.2%.
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are 2.1% and

Table 5.4 The accuracies of the Equal Area and the Log-Tchebycheff methods in
deducing the volumetric flow rate.

Location
(Dh)

3.4

6.5

9.6

Re

Qven

Equal Area

(m 3/s)

Q ea (m3/s) Error (%)

Log-T chebycheff
Q lt (m 3/s)

Error (%)

143,497

1.054

1.048

-0.56

1.042

-1.11

115,960

0.852

0.854

0.27

0.857

0.59

90,396

0.664

0.668

0.59

0.671

1.05

135,383

1.042

1.088

4.63

1.035

-0.64

116,071

0.853

0.881

3.32

0.841

-1.39

90,835

0.667

0.690

3.55

0.656

-1.65

137,393

1.038

1.075

3.6

1.022

-1.5

114,778

0.843

0.867

2.85

0.826

-1.97

89,721

0.659

0.679

3.0

0.644

-2.27

Figure 5.19 depicts the effect o f dow nstream location on the accuracies o f the
Equal A rea and the L og-Tchebycheff m ethods in obtaining volum etric flow rates at
Reynolds num ber o f 140,000. A t 3.4 D h downstream, there is no obvious difference
between the Equal A rea and the Log-T chebycheff methods in deducing volum etric flow
rates. This is because at this location, the velocity profile is relatively flat, thus there is no
significant velocity difference am ong all traverse points, as portrayed in Figure 5.16.
However, as it is show n in the Figure 5.19 at dow nstream locations o f 6.5 Dh and 9.6 Dh,
the volum etric flow rate estim ates by the Equal A rea m ethod deviates m ore significantly
from the actual flow rate w ith respect to the estim ates m ade from the L og-Tchebycheff
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method. This is due to the fact that as the flow m oves further dow nstream , the velocities
o f those outm ost points in the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod drop significantly while the
velocities o f those outm ost points in the Equal Area m ethod still keep relatively high
values, as depicted in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. Therefore, it can be concluded that the Equal
A rea m ethod overestim ates the volum etric flow rate as com pared to the Log-Tchebycheff
method.
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Figure 5.19 The effect o f dow nstream location on the volum etric flow rate estim ation
at Re o f 140,000.

Since in practical applications traverse m easurem ents are required to be carried
out at the dow nstream location betw een 6 to 10 Dh, the com parison betw een these two
m ethods in estim ating volum etric flow rates w ere made on the dow nstream locations o f
6.5 Dh and 9.6 Dh. Figure 5.20 portrays the effect o f Reynolds num ber on the accuracies
o f the Equal A rea and the Log-T chebycheff m ethods at these tw o dow nstream locations.
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For both m ethods at the same downstream location, the estim ated flow rates acquire less
than 1% variation w ith different Re values. This indicates that varying Reynolds num ber
does not significantly affect the accuracies o f either m ethod in estim ating the volumetric
flow rate.
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Figure 5.20 The effect o f Re on the volum etric flow rate estim ation at the
dow nstream location o f 6.5 Dh and 9.6 £)/,.

In the light o f above discussions and tabulated values in Table 5.4 it can be
concluded that at the dow nstream locations o f 6.5 Dh and 9.6 Dh, the Equal A rea m ethod
overestimated the flow rate by 3 ~ 4.6% , w hereas the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod
underestimated the flow rate by 0.6 ~ 2.3%. These results indicate that the LogTchebycheff m ethod estim ates the flow rate w ith better accuracy, w hich is in agreem ent
w ith the num erical findings.
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5.2.3 Comparison of the hot-wire system and a hand-held anemometer in
measuring air velocity
H and-held instrum ents are widely used to take velocity traverse m easurem ent in
practice since they are inexpensive and easy to handle. The m ain difference between a
hand-held instrum ent and an automated hot-wire system is the accuracy. In view o f this, a
TSI hand-held anem om eter (Velocimeter® M odel 8345) was used to take the point
velocity m easurem ent. The velocity values were com pared w ith those m easured by the
hot-wire system at the sam e location and flow condition.
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Figure 5.21 C om parison o f velocity m easurem ents using hand-held anem om eter and
hot-w ire system at Re o f 135,383 and 6.5 Dh dow nstream .
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Figure 5.21 depicts the dimensionless point velocities m easured at Re o f 135,383,
6.5 Dh dow nstream . The m easurem ent locations were defined according to the central
row o f the Log-Tchebycheff method, i.e. along the 7-axis. The uncertainty o f point
velocity for the hot-w ire system was 1.3% w ithout accounting for the spatial uncertainty.
The uncertainty for the hand-held anem ometer was calculated to be 6.0% including 4.9%
spatial uncertainty, as detailed in Appendix D. The hand-held anem om eter was shown to
underestim ate the velocities, probably due to the m isalignm ent o f probe. However, they
are w ithin the uncertainty limits. Compared to the hot-w ire m easurem ent system, the
hand-held anem om eter has a larger m easurem ent uncertainty due to the instrument
accuracy and positioning error. This m easurem ent uncertainty is greater than the
difference o f the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff m ethods in estimating the flow
rate. That is w hy in practice technicians cannot tell w hich m ethod is superior than another.

5.3 Comparison between simulation and experimental results
In this section, the sim ulation and experim ental results, including the velocity
profiles and the accuracies o f the Equal A rea and the L og-T chebycheff methods in
deducing volum etric flow rates, are compared. N ote that in the sim ulation, the inlet was
treated to have a uniform velocity profile. In the experim ent the inlet was measured to
have a close-to-uniform velocity profile w ith a ratio o f the m axim um to the minimum
velocity o f 10 ~ 11.8%.
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5.3.1 Comparison of the velocity profile along F-axis
Figure 5.22 (a) portrays the dim ensionless inlet velocity profile along F-axis o f
the cross section at Re o f 90,000 (90,336 for the experim ent). The velocity profile
m easured from the experim ent varies around the horizontal line, w hich represents the
uniform velocity profile at the inlet in the simulation. Figure 5.22 (b) depicts the
com parison o f the velocity profile at 9.6 Dh downstream. It can be seen that the velocity
profile along F-axis is quite sim ilar to the simulated profile. The experim ental-m easured
velocity profile also agrees w ith the simulation that the velocities o f the two outmost
m easurem ent points coincide with the rounded shape o f the sim ulated velocity profile.
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Figure 5.22 (a) C om parison o f velocity profiles along F-axis at the inlet and Re o f
90,000 (Re = 90,336 for the experim ent).
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Figure 5.22 (b) Com parison o f velocity profiles along Y-axis at 9.6 Dh downstream and
R e o f 90,000 (Re = 89,721 for the experim ent).

5.3.2 Comparison of accuracies of the Equal Area and the Log-Tchebycheff
methods
Figure 5.23 represents both the num erical and experim ental results on the
estim ated flow rates from the Equal A rea and the L og-T chebycheff methods. The
simulation expanded the investigation on the Reynolds num ber range o f 10,000 ~
500,000

while the experim ent carried out the study at a relative narrow er Reynolds

num ber range o f 90,000 ~ 140,000 due to the lim itation o f facility.
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Figure 5.23 C om parison o f the estim ated flow rates from the Equal Area and the LogTchebycheff methods versus Re at 9.6 Dh dow nstream .

We can see that there is a good agreem ent betw een the num erical and
experim ental studies on the estim ated volum etric flow rates from the Equal A rea and the
Log-Tchebycheff m ethods. The estim ated flow rates in the experim ental study are
slightly low er than that in the num erical study, how ever w ithin the m easurem ent
uncertainty range. In com parison to the two techniques, the figure shows that the LogT chebycheff m ethod had a better accuracy w hereas the Equal A rea m ethod overestimated
the flow rate about 4%.
Figure 5.24 depicts both the num erical and experim ental results on the estimated
volumetric flow rates from the Equal A rea and the L og-T chebycheff m ethods with
respect to the dow nstream location at Re o f 90,000. For the experim ent, the estim ated
flow rates at 3.4 Dh are nearly identical for the tw o m ethods w hereas there is 3%
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difference in the simulation. W ith the flow m oving dow nstream , a 3 ~ 4% difference o f
flow rates betw een the two methods can be observed in both the numerical and
experim ental results. There is no significant difference betw een the 6.5 Dh and 9.6 Dh
dow nstream on the accuracies o f the two traverse methods.
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Figure 5.24 C om parison o f the estim ated flow rates from the Equal Area and the LogTchebycheff methods versus dow nstream location at Re o f 90,000.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The estim ations o f the volumetric flow rate in a square duct using the Equal A rea
and the L og-T chebycheff m ethods were studied num erically and experimentally over a
range o f flow conditions. The numerical investigations w ere perform ed using the
com m ercial CFD code FLUENT (Version 6.2, 2003). The airflow in a 0.46 square duct
with a straight length o f 40 Dh was simulated w ith the R N G k-e model in the turbulent
flow regim e w ith the Reynolds num ber range o f 10,000 ~ 500,000. The accuracies o f the
Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff m ethods in estim ating the volum etric flow rate
were evaluated at different downstream locations. On the other hand, the experimental
study w as carried out in a blow er-duct test bench in the Reynolds num ber range o f 90,000
to 140,000. A hot-w ire anem om eter system was used to take velocity traverse
measurem ents. The estim ated flow rates using the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff
m ethods w ere com pared with the reference flow rate m easured by a Venturi meter. W ith
the com bination o f the num erical and experim ental investigations, the accuracies o f the
Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff m ethods were evaluated and the following
conclusions and recom m endations were drawn.

6.1 Conclusions
The follow ing conclusions can be draw n from the num erical simulations:
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o

The sim ulated mean flow field agreed well w ith previously published
investigations by com paring the dim ensionless center line velocity (Uc / Ub)
and the velocity distribution along F-axis.

o

In sim ulating the square duct flow, the RN G k-e model was found to have
better

accuracies than

the

Standard k-e m odel

as

indicated

by

the

dim ensionless center line velocity ( U c/U b).

o

A t 6.5 Dh or further downstream, the Equal A rea m ethod overestim ated the
flow rate by 3.5 ~ 4.7%, while the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod predicted the
flow rate w ith an accuracy o f -0 .4 % ~ 0.8%. The sim ulated results show that
the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod has better accuracies than the Equal A rea
m ethod in estim ating volum etric flow rates,

o

The accuracies o f the volum etric flow rates estim ated by the Equal A rea and
the L og-Tchebycheff m ethods are insensitive to the Reynolds num ber w ithin
the investigated flow regime.

The follow ing conclusions can be draw n from the experim ental investigations:

o

A t the m easurem ent dow nstream location o f 3.4 Dh, there is no obvious
difference o f the estim ated flow rates using the Equal A rea and the LogT chebycheff methods. W hen the m easurem ent dow nstream location is larger
than 6.5 Dh, there is no significant variation o f the accuracies o f the
volum etric flow rates for both methods,

o

At the traverse planes o f 6.5 Dh and 9.6 Dh, the Equal A rea m ethod
overestim ated the flow rate by 3 ~ 4.6 % w hereas the Log-Tchebycheff
m ethod underestim ated the flow rate by 0.6 ~ 2.3 %. The Log-Tchebycheff
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m ethod has better accuracies than the Equal A rea m ethod in estimating
volum etric flow rates,

o

Com pared to the hot-w ire m easurem ent system used in this study, the hand
held anem om eter has a larger m easurem ent uncertainty due to the instrument
accuracy and positioning error. This m easurem ent uncertainty is greater than
the difference o f the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff m ethods in
estim ating the flow rate. That is w hy in practice technicians can not tell which
one o f them is m ore accurate.

6.2 Recommendations
The observations from the current study m ight help carrying forward further study
in this subject area. The author strongly recom m ends further study to be extended in the
following directions:

o

Expand the experim ental study over a w ider range o f Reynolds numbers,

o

Replicate the inlet flow condition behind different duct fittings, such as
elbow, dam pers, etc.

o

B uild the suitable flow conditioner to produce fully or nearly fully
developed flow w ith adequate duct length.
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Appendix A The Standard k-e and RNG k-e models

As described in Section 3.1, turbulent flow introduces six additional terms o f
Reynolds stress tensor after the decom position o f turbulent fluctuating variables, they are
u v, u w , v w and u 2 , v 2, w 2 . To resolve the problem , additional relationship between the
m ean flow variables and turbulent com ponents have to be found. A m ong a variety o f
methods to do this, the two equation k-e m odels, including the Standard k-s model and
the RN G k -e m odel, are thoroughly used with reasonably accuracy.
In the k-e m odel, the Reynolds stress term s, - pw;«y , are replaced by using
Boussinesq eddy viscosity definition (Launder and Spalding, 1974),

(A -l)

(A-2)

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy,

Pr

is the turbulence eddy-viscosity expressed as,

(A-3)

PC /j, 2 ’
£

where e is the turbulent dissipation rate, Cu is the eddy-viscosity coefficient.

The application o f Boussinesq hypothesis requires tw o additional equations for k
and s to close the problem . In the Standard k-e m odel, the transport equations for the
turbulent kinetic energy, k, and its rate o f dissipation, s, are obtained using the general
discretization equations displayed as follows (FLU EN T V ersion 6.2, 2003),
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(A-4)

(A-5)

For both Equations, the left hand side is convection term and the first term o f right
hand side is diffusion term. A m ong other term s, G* represents the generation o f turbulent
kinetic energy due to the m ean velocity gradients,

(A-6)

The coefficient G* is the generation o f turbulent kinetic energy due to buoyancy.
It is related to tem perature gradient. Since the flow is assum ed to be isothermal flow so
there is no tem perature gradient, so G* was ignored in this study. Sk and Ss are userdefined source term s. The coefficient Ym represents the dilatation dissipation term in
consideration o f com pressibility at high velocity,
(A-7)
M
where M is flow M ach number.

The RN G k-e m odel is derived from the instantaneous N avier-Stokes equations,
using a m athem atical technique called “renorm alization group” (RN G ) methods. It has a
sim ilar form as the Standard k -e mode].

(A-8)

^ k f^ e ff
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where a & and

a E are coefficients called the inverse effective Prandtl numbers. It is

considered to be,
a k =ccE * \ 3 9 3 .

(A-10)

The m ain difference between the RNG and Standard k-s m odels lies in an
additional term in the coefficient C2e equation given by,

c'2, = C2c +

(A -l 1)

1 + yj j

where rj = S k / e , rj o = 4.38, y = 0.012.
In a region w here

jj

< t] q ,

C 2e becom es larger than C 2s , in the square duct flow,

the R N G k-e m odel yields a low er turbulent viscosity than the Standard k-e model. Thus
the RN G model is m ore response to the effects o f rapid strain and stream line curvature
than the Standard k-e m odel, w hich explains the superior perform ance o f the RNG model
in this study.
The m odel constants, C ;£ , C2e and Cu are derived analytical by the RNG theory
with the default values used in this study (FLUENT, 2003),
C /c = 1.42, C 2 E = 1.68, Cf, = 0.0845.
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(A -12)

Appendix B Hot-wire Calibration Procedure

The calibration process should be carried out to establish a current velocityvoltage correlation due to its sensitivity to the outside environm ent. In this study, the
calibration w as taken at the beginning o f each m easurem ent process. The detailed
calibration procedures are as below.

1. Connection
The com puter, calibrator, therm ocouple, pressure transducer, A/D board were
connected according to TSI calibration m anual (2003) and setup in a portable cart.
The pow er o f the com puter, pressure transducer, and anem om eter were connected to
the pow er jack. A n air filter and a pressure regulator w ere fixed at the term inal o f
com pressed air supply. The com pressed air was supplied to the calibrator through a
plug-in air connector.
A djust the regulator valve to m aintain the reading o f the pressure gage above
207 kPa (30 psi). As m entioned in TSI m anual (2003), in order to w ork under a stable
condition, the pressure transducer is required to w arm up for 45 m inutes before
calibration. In the actual operation, all the calibration facilities were turned on one
hour before the form al calibration.

2. Place the C alibrator arms in the vertical position and the probe support into the clamp
ring on the calibrator and tighten it using the securing knob.
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3. Go to the interface o f THERM ALPRO software, select Calibration on the main menu,
then select Probe Data. The Probe Data screen appears (Figure B.2).

1FA30O
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:
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Cable

Z5 Meter

Temp

Z50C

Figure B .l Probe D ata screen.

4. Click on Open C al File button. Select an applicable calibration file from the list o f
provided probe data files and press OK.
5. In the Probe D ata screen, setup the A /D channel to 1 and IFA channel to 2 that were
used in current study. The O ffset and Gain are input w ith proper value to span the
voltage signal w ith the w hole range o f the A/D converter, i.e. - 5 ~ 5 V.
6. Place a shorting probe into the probe support to shorten the calibration circuit. In the
Probe D ata screen, click on the R ead /C able Resistance button to m easure the cable
resistance. This m easures the cable resistance and w rites it to the probe file. The
typical value for the present setup is around 0.3 Ohms.
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7. Click on A utocal Tbl button and select an applicable auto-calibration table with the
expected velocity range.
8. Select Save A s to save the current calibration file w ith a new name, e.g. APR15A.CL
as in Figure B .l.

IFA 300

Calibration

Accpsition

Post Analysis

C a lib r a tio n - C o n d it io n s S e t u p j

0

Master Com!

S Single

Cal File APR15A.CL
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Zmm Hg
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C
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Units
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1

Next Point

YP Vel
$ 1

Calibrating
Velocity.
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dP Units t irnn Hg

v

$ 1 7 8 Points

Actual

1.263

Auto

Target

Vel 8.000

4.9024

dP 8.0000
.w..Sequence

D ow n

■

Up

ShowGraph

Figure B.2 Calibration /C ondition Setup screen.

9. Place the probe into the probe support. Locate the probe support in the clamp ring so
that the sensor is directly above the calibrator nozzle w ith a distance about 10 mm.
10. Select Calibrate from the Probe D ata screen. This pow ers on the sensor, and the
Conditions Setup screen appears (Figure B.2).
11. The calibration program autom atically steps through all the calibration points. D uring
the calibration process, the program displays values o f current velocity and Ap
(differential pressure) as well as the next velocity and A p values that will be set.
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12. W hen the calibration data set is complete, select N ext Screen. The Calibration /D ata
Table appears. This table lists the bridge voltage, differential Pressure, actual velocity,
and tem perature at each calibration point. Click on Curves, the curve fit for the
calibration is calculated, plotted, and displayed. The polynom ial coefficients are also
show n in the upper right corner o f the screen, as shown in Figure B.3.
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Figure B.3 C alibration curve shown on screen.

The calibration is now com plete and the calibration file can be used to take the
velocity measurement.
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Appendix C Hot-wire Measurement Procedure

The detailed velocity traversing m easurem ent process w ith the TSI hot-wire
anem om eter instrum entation is described as below.

1. Calibrate the probe following the calibration procedure in A ppendix B.
2. M ove the cart beside the duct exit, connect the autom atic traversing mechanism with
the com puter and pow er jack.
3. Setup the traversing m echanism 0.5 m (~1 D h) from the exit o f the square duct as
shown in Figure 4.5. The traversing m echanism is put in such a way that the probe
support can traverse the whole cross section o f the test duct. The probe support is
adjusted to norm al to the m easuring plane.
4. Use the adjusting switch on the traversing m echanism to locate the relative origin o f
the probe w ith the distance o f 0.03 m to both left and top duct inner walls.
5. Based on the relative origin, com pile the traversing file w ith EX CEL w here the
locations and sequence o f m easuring points are defined.
6. Open IF A 300/Traverse C ontrol from the m ain m enu o f the TH ERM A LPRO
software, first click Set relative home to define the current position o f the probe as
relative origin, then click open to activate the com piled traversing file; see Figure C . l .
The m easurem ents are taken autom atically based on the defined locations.
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Figure C .l Pre-com piled traversing file.

7. Start the blow er and keep it running for 15 m inutes to stable the flow before taking
m easurement.
8. Go to Acquisition /probe data interface, the Probe Table screen is shown as Figure
C.2. Click G et file and give a new nam e to record the experim ental data, e.g.
APR15.R0001 in current example.
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Figure C.2 Acquisition / Probe Table screen.
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9. Click A d d Probe and input the current calibration file ( e.g. APR15A.CL). Then click
next, a new screen, Acquisition /Condition Setup screen, appears as Figure C.3,
10. Setup the turbulence param eters, such as sampling rate, time, etc.
11. Click A cquire

to take

measurement, the m easurem ent is

carried

out with

autom atically traversing the measuring points.
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•Experiment........
Name APRIB.Rxxxx
Mode ZWrite Only
Next File Z 1
Low Pass

Conditions Setup

j

Zmm Hg

j:iAtm Pressure! 750

Sample Rate
‘Actual Z001Z

Velocity Units *m/s
Temp Units
— Comment ~

ZAuto

ZC

Rate

— :*~™—"............ —

: i Size

Z20.000
Z256

Hz
Kpts/ch

Time 13 1072
.—Position'*— —
X:

Z0.00

~ *— — • - —-

Y: *0.00
Trig

S ec

Z: t 0.00

ZInternal Single

Figure C.3 Acquisition /C ondition Setup screen.

12. W hen a m essage, “ R each end o f the traversing file”, is popped-up, the m easurem ent
process is com plete. The blow er can be shut off.
13. Click Post-process to analyze the collected data, the program w ill process raw data to
get statistical values such as m ean velocity, turbulence intensity, skewness, etc.
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Appendix D

Uncertainty Analysis

The experim ental study involves independent variables, w hose values are directly
m easured using instrum ents, and dependent variables, w hose values are calculated from
independent variables via a series o f param etric relationships. The uncertainties o f
independent variables
uncertainties

com e from

instrum ents

o f dependent variables

and m easurem ent processes. The

involve the uncertainty

propagations

from

independent variables to dependent variables. In this study, the uncertainties were dealt
m ainly following the procedure o f Colem an and Steele (1999), and other notable works.
The ultim ate dependent variables are: the reference flow rate acquired from the
Venturi meter, Qven, the flow rates estim ated from the Equal A rea m ethod, Q ea, and that
estim ated from the L og-Tchebycheff method, Q u . The corresponding uncertainties were
calculated to be 0.8% , 2.1% and 2.4% respectively. The details o f the uncertainty analysis
are outlined as below.
In this appendix, first the procedure for carrying out uncertainties was introduced.
Second, the uncertainties for independent variables w ere
uncertainties

for

the

therm al-physical

properties

were

calculated.

determ ined.

Third, the
Fourth,

the

uncertainties propagations from independent variables to dependent variables were
analyzed. Fifth, the uncertainties o f the hot-w ire m easurem ent and the propagated
uncertainties to the volum etric flow rate using the Equal A rea and the Eog-Tchebycheff
methods were determ ined. Finally, the uncertainty o f the velocity using the hand-held
anem ometer were calculated.
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D .l Procedures for uncertainty analysis
There are tw o kinds o f param eters to be identified in current study. One is
independent variables and another one is the dependent variables. The independent
variables are the basic param eters whose values can be directly m easured using
instrum ents. In this study they are the dim ensions o f the square ducts (Hi, H i), the flow
velocity ( U ) , the length o f the indication fluid in the inclined m anom eter ( 1 ) , etc. On the
other hand, the dependent variables are functions o f the independent variables or therm alphysical properties. They include, the area o f square duct ( A sd ), the differential pressure
and the reference flow rate across the V enturi m eter (A p ven, Q ve„ ) , the spatial-averaged
velocity and the volum etric flow rate deduced from the Equal A rea ( U e a , Q e a ) and the
L og-Tchebycheff ( U l t , Q l t ) m ethods, etc. These dependent variables w ere not directly
m easured by any instrum ent, but calculated from the m easured independent variables
following specific functional relationships.
The

independent

variables

were

directly

m easured

from

single

sample

m easurements. The bias (B ) and precision (P) errors were calculated by using the rootsum-square (RSS) m ethod as follows,
(D -l)

(D-2)
where n is the total num ber o f error sources. The com bined bias and precision errors were
calculated as,
(D-3)
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For the independent variables, the bias errors (B) were taken to be the same as a
single m easurem ent whereas the precision errors (P ) at 95% confidence interval were
statistical results o f m ultiple m easurem ents using the standard deviation o f the sample
m ean ( S j ) and t-distribution value as Fnff

h

~ l N -\,9 5 % S p -

For the dependent variables that were calculated from m easured independent
variables, their uncertainties were estim ated by following the RSS m ethod based on their
functional relationships. Generally, the dependent param eter, F, is a function o f
independent variables, Fi, F 2, ■■■F„, as shown below,
F = f ( F l ,F 2 ,F 3

Fn) .

(EM )

The absolute uncertainty can be estim ated as,

AF =

.

l

I

( ----d F AAF17
{d F t
')

+

f -8-F- AFA17 l

I
+

2

[d F 2

2)

f -d-F
AZ7 ^
- AF
1^3 ;

1

1- - -

AZ7 1
+ ......+ ( S F AFn
5Fn

3

nJ

(D-5)

Correspondingly, the relative uncertainty,
\
8 F AF,
A J?

AF

V ^i

dF

+

J

\2

yd F 2

F

where the partial derivatives

dF

+

AF 2

V0F3

J

m ,F
' dF

dF

AF,

+
j

+

dF
\ dFn

AF„
J

(D-6)

,F 3,

Fn )

dF

dF A
are derived from the functional
dFn

2

dF, dF 2 dF 3

relationship as Equation (D-4).

D.2 Instrumental and measurement uncertainties for independent parameters
All the instrum ents and individual m easurem ents have errors w ith them. The bias
error is the system atic error o f instrum ents and m easurem ent process, such as instrum ents
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accuracy, resolution, etc. The precision error is a random error and can be dim inished by
repeating a single m easurem ent several times. The m ean o f these m easured values ( F )
was taken as the value o f the variable and the standard deviation ( S j ) o f the sample
mean, m ultiplied by a coefficient, td, a function o f the 95% confidence level w ith N -l
degree o f freedom (C olem an and Steele, 1999), was considered as the precision limit.

D.2.1 Uncertainty of the dimensions of the duct
The dim ensions o f the square ducts were m easured using a vernier. The vernier
has an instrum ental error (accuracy) o f
limit (resolution) o f

B resoiution

B accuracy

= 0.00004 m and an instrumental bias

= 0.00002 m. According to Equation (D -l), the total bias

error using this vernier w as estim ated as,

B vernier

I
— y

2

accuracy

resolution

2

~ 4 .4 7 2 x 1 0

—5

m.

( D ' ”7 )

The precision errors for the duct dim ensions w ere based on the m easurem ent at
different cross sections each w ith 3 repeated m easurem ents. Since the duct is not exactly
square, all sections w ere aligned such that the longer sides (H i) were parallel to the
horizontal direction. Thus the longer and shorter (H i) sides o f the duct sections were
m easured and calculated separately. D ue to the lim itation o f the instrum ent, only the end
cross sections can be m easured by the vernier. There are four short sections o f square
ducts utilized in this study, thus there were totally 24 readings. The sample m ean ( H j )
was calculated as,
W I = ± - l ( H I ) i = - L s ( H j )i = 0. 4 6 2 2 2 m .
N i=i

2 4 i=i

The standard deviation ( S H ]) o f the sample w as calculated as,
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(D-8)

= 0.00253 m .
where N is the num ber o f repeated measurements.

The standard deviation o f the sample mean ( S jj- ) was deduced using the
following relation,

S t t = - ^ = = 0.00052 m .
Hl
4n

(D-10)

For (N -l) = 23 degrees o f freedom, the t-distribution value at 95% confidence
level is 2.069 (C olem an and Steele, 1999). Thus the m ean precision limit, P j f ■
>was
estim ated as,
^JT]

=

*

N

=0-001 I n t

- l , 9 5 %

( D - ll)

.

Thus the overall uncertainties in the m easurem ent o f H i w ere calculated as,
The absolute uncertainty:
AH, = ± M

„

ltr)2

+ (P W - ) 2 = 0 .0 0 1 0 7 m .

(D-12)

H1

The relative uncertainty:
AHj

0.00107

Hj

0.46222

= 0.23% .

(D-13)

Following the sam e procedure, the H 2 and its uncertainty was calculated as,
1T2 = 0.45799 m .

(D-14)

A H 2 = 0.00122m

(D-15)
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D.2.2 Uncertainty of fluid column along the inclined manometer
The volum etric airflow rate was m easured by a Venturi flow meter, where an
inclined m anom eter was used to measure the differential pressure (Ap) across the Venturi
meter. The Ap w as indicated in the form o f fluid length ( I ) by an attached scale
(resolution: 0.001 m; accuracy: 0.002 m). The total bias error w as calculated as,

B £ = V o.0022 + 0 .0 0 1 2

= 0.0022m .

(D-17)

A readability error o f 0.001 m was considered as a precision error. A 0.001 m
fluctuation w as also considered as the precision error. Thus the total precision error were
estim ated as,
Pe =

oV o.0012 + 0 .0 0 1 2 = 0 .0 0 1 4 m .

(D-18)

The overall uncertainties in m easuring I were obtained as,
The absolute uncertainty:
A l = ± ^(B l

)2

+ (Pe f

= ±0.0026 m .

(D-19)

The relative uncertainty:

— = ±J( ^ I
V I

) 2

+ (— ) 2 = ±0.5% .
I

(D-20)

D.3 Uncertainties in the evaluation of thermo-physical properties of airflow
The therm o-physical properties, can be accounted as bias error limit, though they
may have some precision error. G enerally, the therm al-physical properties o f air are
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influenced by the tem perature and atmospheric pressure. Since during each run o f
experim ents the variation o f p atm was very small (e.g. 3 m m H g or 0.4 kPa) and within the
estim ated uncertainty, the effect o f the variation o f the atm ospheric pressure to the
therm al-physical properties was neglected in this study. The therm al physical properties
were evaluated at the m ean o f the maxim um (Ta?max) and m inim um (Ta>mm) temperatures,
i.e.,

Ta = Ta,mean = ~ j(T%max + Ta,min ) •
P r operty = Pr operty @ Ta .

(D-21)
(D-22)

The uncertainty o f a typical therm al-physical property w as evaluated as the half
difference o f the properties which were at the m axim um (Ta, max) and the minimum (Ta
temperatures, as show n below,

A P r operty = ± ^ \ P r operty @ Tamax - P r operty @ Tamin \.

(D-23)

Thus, the relative property uncertainty is,
A P r operty _ + \Pr operty @ Ta max - P r operty @ Ta min \
P ro p erty

~

2 P r operty @ T amean

D.3.1 Uncertainty of the air density
In this study each run o f experim ents took a few hours. D uring the experimental
process, the tem perature w as recorded autom atically by the hot-w ire system for each
velocity m easurem ent. A M ercury barom eter was used to indicate the atm ospheric
pressure in the laboratory. Considering the room tem perature (Tr), the density o f m ercury
( PHg ) was calculated as,
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p Hg = 13556.786(1 -0 .0 0 0 1 8 1 8(T r -1 5 .5 5 5 6 )) ,

(D-25)

The atm ospheric pressure was calculated as,
P atm

PHg

x

S

x

(D-26)

^Hg ’

where hug is the height o f the m ercury column in the barom eter and g is the gravitational
acceleration, w hich w as estim ated according to Harris (2005),
g = 9.78(1 + 0.0053 sin 1 ( p - 0 .0000069 sin z 2 < p )-0 .003086H L
= 9.8027 m 2 / s .
where (p is the latitude and Hsea is the altitude above the sea level. For the city W indsor, (p
= 42.3° and H sea = 0.19 km (W eather Underground, 2005).

The density o f airflow w as calculated as,
P atm

P

(D-28)

R (T a + 2 7 3 .1 5 )’

where Ta is the tem perature o f airflow through the test duct, R is the gas constant o f air
with the value o f 287.1 J/kg-K (K uehn et al., 1998).

Since m ost experim ents were run at the airflow tem perature o f 25-30°C and the
barometric pressure around 750 mm Hg, the room tem perature (Tr) was found to be about
2°C low er than that o f the airflow, probably due to heat transfer from the blower and
friction between airflow and blow er and duct walls. To sim plify the process o f the
uncertainty analysis, Ta max, Ta, mm, and Tr were defined to be 30°C, 25°C and 25°C
respectively. The atm ospheric pressure and air densities w ere calculated according to
Equation (D -25)-(D-28), as shown below,
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p Hg = 13537.7 kg / m 3 .
Patm = 99.53 k P a .
p @ 25°C = 1.162 kg/m 3;
p @ 3 0 °C = 1 .1 5 7 kg/m 3;
p@ 27.5°C = 1.160 kg/m3.
The relative uncertainty o f air density was calculated according to Equation (D-6),
Ap
\1.157-1 .1 6 2 \
=^ =±
= ±0.22% .
p
2 x 1 .1 6 0

(D-29)

D.3.2 Uncertainty of the air dynamic viscosity
The m inim um , m axim um and m ean values o f air viscosity were taken from the
property table (M unson et ah, 2002) as follows,
p @ 2 5 °C = 1.85x1 O'5 N . ^ 2;
p @ 3 0 °C = 1.86x1 O’5 N V m 2;
p@ 27.5°C = 1 .8 5 5 x l0 ‘5 N-s/w2;
Thus, the relative uncertainty,

Ap
P

1.85 x l 0

~5

- 1 .8 6 x IQ - 5
= ±0.27% .

2 x 1.855 x l 0

(D-30)

~5

D.4 Propagation of uncertainties from independent to dependent variables
The uncertainties o f the dependent variables w ere calculated according to the
relationship w ith

independent variables.

The uncertainties

associated w ith these

dependent variables w ere estim ated in the follow ing subsections.
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D.4.1 Uncertainty of the area of the square duct
The area o f the square duct was calculated as,
a sd

=

(D-31)

H j x H 2.

The calculated m ean area o f the duct was,
a SD

(D-32)

- H j x H 2 = 0.46222 x 0.45799 = 0 .2 1 1 7 m '

A ccording to Equation (D-5), the associated uncertainties w as estimated as,

dA SD
a

{a s d

)-

(AHj)

+

SH:

V dH j

= ± ^(H

2

x AH j )

dA SD

2

(A H 2 )

+(Hj x AH2 )

(D-33)

2

= ± ^ (0 .4 5 7 9 9 x 0.00107) 2 + (0.46222 x 0.00122 )

2

= ±0 .0 0 1 1 m 2 .
the relative uncertainty,

a^ sd)_
A SCD

+

aoon_

(D-34)

- - = ±0.52% .
0.2117

D.4.2 Uncertainty of A p across the Venturi meter
The differential pressure across the Venturi m eter w as estim ated as,
4 p = Pfluid x g x (■x rindi„ation,

(D-35)
*

*

3

where p jiuid is the density o f the fluid in the inclined m anom eter, its value is 827 kg/m ;
£ is the length o f the fluid along the indication scale, r inciinat,on is the inclination ratio o f
the fluid column, i.e. the ratio o f the height to the length o f the fluid column.

The relative uncertainty was calculated as,
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d ( Ap )

M & )
Ap

\|

/Ap = ~

(D-36)

= ±0.5%

' di

D.4.3 Uncertainty of the density correction factor Cp
The uncertainty o f Cp was calculated based on the average air temperature o f
30°C. A ccording to Equation (D-5), (4-6) and (D-29), the uncertainty o f Cp was estimated
to be,

IP S T P

ACf
~cT

P

dp

f AAp \

PSTP

P

=~ x ( ±

0 .2 2

%)

(D-37)

= ± 0 . 11 % .

D.4.4 Uncertainty of the reference flow rate using Venturi meter
The uncertainty o f the reference volum etric flow rate using the Venturi flow
m eter and inclined m anom eter comes from two m ain sources: the error from the Venturi
meter and the error propagated from the differential pressure (Ap) m easured by the
inclined m anom eter. The currently used V enturi m eter w as calibrated by the supplier

with an accuracy o f 0.75% o f reading (

@ven’caL y q]qe error from A p was calculated as

Qv
follows.
The actual flow rate can be estim ated in the form o f the following expression
according to Equation (4-3) and (4-5),
Qven = 0 .0 3 7 7 9 C p 4 A p .

(D-38)
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A ccording to Equation (D-5), the uncertainty o f reference flow rate due to the
indication o f pressure difference (Qven, ap) was calculated to be,
\2

dQve]LAC
^ Q ven,Ap

K dCP

= +.

dQv
A (A p )
d (A p )

+
'

Qv

Qv

=

+r

'A C P

2

+

2 (A p ),

CoP J

1 \

(D-39)

r A (A p ) \ 2

= ± ^ ( 0 .1 1 % ) 2 + (0.25% )
= ±0.27% .
Thus the total uncertainty o f the reference flow rate is,

AQ V
■= ± .

Sv

^Q venpaA 2
V

Qven

= ± ^{0 .7 5 %

)2

J

+

( *Q-ven.Ap
V

=-ven
1

(D-40)

+ {0.27% )

= ± 0. 8 % .

D.4.5 Uncertainty of the average velocity in the square duct
The average velocity ( Uavg) in the square duct can be estim ated based on the
reference flow rate m easured by the Venturi m eter and the area o f the square duct; as
shown below,
tt

_ Qven

avg ~

(D-41)

A
A SD

A ccording to Equation (D-6), the relative uncertainty was estim ated as,
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A U avg

2

dUqyg

U avg

V ddSD

A Qv
\

a

z^ven

d U avg

+

V d Qven

1

/
%

A SD

AA■SD

+
J

AA SD

(D-42)

A SD J

V

= ^ 0.0082 + 0 .0 0 5 2 2
= 0.95%.

D.4.6 Uncertainty of the hydraulic diameter
The hydraulic diam eter can be calculated as,
2 H jH 2
Dh =

h

1+ h 2

(D-43)
1

1

H] + H 2
A ccording to Equation (D-6)
2A A H i + A H 2

AD,
=

+■

0.35%.

(D-44)

H1+ H2

Du

D.4.7 Uncertainty of the Reynolds number
The Reynolds num ber in the square duct was calculated as,

Re =

P U avg 22 h

(D-45)

Pa
A ccording to Equation (D-6), the relative uncertainty o f Re was calculated as,
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A Re

=

+

d Re
dp

Re

=

+

/ A
Ap

Ap '

\2

2

f 5Re

+ duavg

A U avg

Vp J

ATI

avs

AD i

+
V

A-

AD

P

avg

h

\ dD h

\ 2

Dh J

dRe

+

f „
Ap

\2

(D - 46)

P )

= ± 4 0 .0 0 2 2 2 + 0.00952 + 0.00352 + 0.00272
= ± 1.2 2 %.

D.5 Hot-wire measurement uncertainty
The uncertainty o f the instantaneous velocities using the hot-w ire m easurem ent
comes m ainly from the process o f calibrating the hot-wire sensor and acquiring the
instantaneous velocity data. Furtherm ore, the uncertainties o f the volum etric flow rate
using the Equal A rea and the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod are also from the error o f the
square duct cross-sectional area. Details o f each source o f uncertainty were considered in
the following sections.

D.5.1 Calibration uncertainty
The calibration uncertainty results m ainly from three sources: namely, the
uncertainty in the reference velocity U r , w hich is obtained from the nozzle, the
uncertainty in voltage reading, E r , w hich corresponds to U r , and the uncertainty from
curve-fitting pairs o f U r and E r values to the correlation o f U ~ E . N ote the U r ~ E r are
discrete points at w hich the calibration is carried out w hereas U~E presents a continuous
correlation betw een the air velocity (f7)and anem om eter voltage (E).
A ccording to TSI (2002(a)), the uncertainty for U r, A U r, is 0.5% o f target
velocity, the uncertainty o f E r is negligible. Follow ing the w ork o f Y avuzkurt (1984), the
curve fitting uncertainty is found to be,
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( A U eff)c f = C U eff,

(D-47)

where Ue/ f is the effective velocity calculated from the calibration equation, the
coefficient C, can be calculated from a typical curve fitted data as,

1

£ =

N

— I

■

N i= i

Ueff,i~UR
=

u,effj

(D-48)

0.012

Thus the calibration uncertainty was calculated to be,

'A U '
v U

+c
cal

V Ur

= 1 . 2 %.

(D-49)

j

D.5.2 Incoming velocity uncertainty
Since the incom ing flow has some fluctuations, in order to estimate this
uncertainty, 20 tim es repeated m easurem ents at a typical m easurem ent location were
carried out by the hot-w ire system w ith all conditions rem aining the same. The standard
deviations o f the tim e-m ean velocities w ere computed. The incom ing velocity uncertainty
for U was estim ated as 2 tim es o f the standard deviation and resulted in,
rAU'
Vu

(D-50)

= ±0.43% .

J in

D.5.3 Total uncertainty in the time-mean velocity
The total uncertainty in U was acquired by com bining Equation (D-49) - (D-50)
as expressed below,
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* L _ +

u

( AATT
U\

31V

U

2

, cal

f AU^2
V

^

7

incoming

= ± 4 o.0132 + 0.00432

(D-51)

= ±1.32% .

D.5.4 Uncertainty of the volumetric flow rate using the Equal Area and the LogTchebycheff methods.
The volum etric flow rate using the Equal A rea ( Q
m ethods ( Q

lt)

ea)

or the Log-Tchebycheff

can be calculated as,

Q ea = U e a ^ sd >

(D-52)

Ql t = U l t A s d ,

(D-53)

where U e a and U l t are the spatial average velocities o f the cross section using the Equal
Area and the L og-Tchebycheff m ethods respectively. Their uncertainty was estim ated as
follows.

D.5.4.1 The uncertainty of the traverse location
The relative origin o f the autom atic traversing m echanism w as setup at the upperleft corner w ith 0.03 m m norm al distance to duct walls. Tw o holes were drilled on both
the top and left walls to specify the probe location. However, the m isalignm ent between
the traversing m echanism and the duct m ay result in inaccurate locations for traverse
points when the probe m oves to right and bottom sides. In som e situation, the readjusting
o f the duct or the traversing m echanism is needed. In the experim ent, w hen the relative
origin was setup, the hot-w ire probe was m oved to other corners w ith a specified distance
controlled by the autom atic traversing m echanism and the com puter, a ruler was used to
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check the distance between the probe and the nearest walls on both horizontal and
vertical directions. Their accuracies was m aintained w ithin ± 0.003 m with respect to the
expected locations, otherwise readjustm ent was carried out. Thus the traverse location
uncertainty was ± 0.003 m.

D.5.4.2 The velocity spatial uncertainty
According to the m easured velocity profiles at 6.5 Dh or 9.5 £)/,, there is higher
velocity gradient in the near-w all region than in the central region. Figure 5.23 and 5.24
shows that there are 12 outm ost points for the Equal A rea m ethod and 16 points for the
Log-Tchbycheff m ethods located in the near-w all region w ith relatively high gradients.
The velocity spatial uncertainty due to the point location errors for these points are higher
than those in the central region w ith relatively lower velocity gradients. Based on a
typical velocity profile, the point velocity uncertainty due to the location error in the
central region w as calculated to be 0.6%. i.e.
rAU'
KU

= 0.6% .

(D-54)

spatial,c

A ccording to the m easured velocity profiles, those outm ost points have a higher
velocity spatial uncertainty w ith the same location uncertainty o f ± 0.003 m. To simplify
the process, all the 12 outm ost traverse points for the Equal A rea m ethod w ere considered

to have a same velocity spatial uncertainty

. A t a typical flow
,' u

'’ spatial,b,EA

condition, the traversing point on the upper-left corner o f the cross section according to
the Equal Area m ethod was m easured, at the sam e tim e, tw o points w ith both 0.003 m
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distance from that traverse points were measured. Several such tests w ere carried out and
the velocity spatial uncertainty was calculated to be,

( AU']
—
Tf

v

=1.7%.

(D-55)

7 spatial,b,EA

Similarly, the velocity spatial uncertainty for those 16 outm ost traverse points for

the Log-Tchebycheff m ethod

=

( AU

IU .

were tested and calculated to be,
spatial,b,LT

(D-56)

2.2 % .

spatial,b,LT

D.5.4.3 The velocity spatial uncertainty for the average velocity
A ccording to the Equal A rea and the L og-Tchbycheff m ethods, the average
velocity o f the cross section (Uavg) was the arithmetic average o f the velocities o f all the
traverse points. Thus the total velocity spatial uncertainty for the Equal A rea m ethod was
calculated to be,
r
V

AU

\

^ avg J spatial,EA

/

AUj

\

avg )

{

AU 2

\

avg J

f

\ 2

*U 16
\ V avg j

= — 0.0172 + — 0.0062
V16
16
= 1.5%.

(D-57)

Similarly, the spatial uncertainty for the Log-T chebycheff m ethod was calculated
to be,
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The average velocity for the Equal Area and the Log-Tchebycheff methods was,

AUm
UEA

(AU^ 2
+
u )

1

\

A U LT

'A U }

U LT

v U ,

/

±2 %

(D-59)

= ±2.3%

(D-60)

yU avg , spatial,EA

f
+

\

AU

\

AU

y U avg J spatial,LT

D.5.4.4 The uncertainty of the volume metric flow rate according to the Equal Area
and the Log-Tchebycheff methods
A ccording to Equation (D-6), the uncertainty o f Q ea and Q LT w as calculated as,

a Q ea

A U EA

_

Q ea

^\

AA SD

U EA )

V a sd

J

= ^ ( 2 % ) 2 + ( 0 .5 2%o)2
=

a

2. 1% .

f

A U LT

Q lt

Q lt

(D-61)

\

\

U LT

J

V

A

A

AA SD

\

A SD J

(D-62)

= aJ(2.3% )2 + (0.52% )
= 2.4%.
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D.6

Uncertainty of the point velocity using the hand-held anemometer
A TSI 8345 hand-held therm al anem ometer was used to m easure the time mean

velocity w ithin the duct and com pare with that m easured by the hot-wire system. Its
uncertainty com es m ainly from the velocity reading and the anem om eter positioning
errors. The details are as follows,

D.6.1 Uncertainty of the point velocity indicated by the anemometer
The accuracy o f the anem om eter is ±3% o f the reading. In absence o f the
resolution, the instrum ental error could be considered as the bias error, i.e.,
(D-64)

B anem om eter=°-0 3 U .

B ased on the responses o f the last digit o f the velocity m eter, a digital error o f
P'digit

= ±0.05 m /s w as introduced as a precision error. In addition, a readability error o f

P re a d

=

±0.05 m /s was also introduced. Thus the total error related to the indication

uncertainty o f the anem om eter at the velocity o f 5 m /s was estim ated as,

jj
V

= [r

1

2

V Danemometer

p

digital

2

p

7 Ijj

' r read j u

■>indication

= ^1(0.0 3 x 5 ) 2 + 0 .0 5 2 + 0 .0 5 2 / s

(D-65)

= 3.32% .

D.6.2 Anemometer spatial uncertainty
The probe spatial uncertainty was estim ated by resetting the anem om eter to a
typical m easurem ent position for 20 tim es w ith all the other test conditions rem aining the
same. Each tim e, a reading o f the tim e-m ean velocity w as acquired. The probe spatial
uncertainty was estim ated as 2 tim es the standard deviation, as show n below,
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(D-66)

( A U ) spatial= 0 .0 4 9 U .

D.6.3 Total uncertainty for the hand-held anemometer
Sam e as in D. 5.2.1, an incoming velocity uncertainty was introduced as below,
A U incoming= ± 0 .0 0 4 3 U .

(D-67)

Thus the total uncertainty o f the tim e-m ean velocity using the hand-held
anem om eter was estim ated as,

AU _ + » AU

U

\2

u y indie
\ u

+

AU

AU

+
J spatial
y

V

U Jincoming

= ± J ( 0 .0332) 2 + (0.049) 2 + (0.0043)2
= ±5.93% .
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(D-68)
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